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NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator with the
will annexed of the estate of
,
SUSANNAH Β KEENE. late of Oxford.
In the County of Oxforrl. deceased, and given
bond· as the law directs. All
demands against the estate of saM deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
K. *«■»,·■■
8. FRANK KEEN·
l«th. laoi.

Sept.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United State· for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In
in Bankruptcy,
m. G. >RDON.

j

λΤ.Μ«*Μ>

J

of Rumfonl, "Bankrupt.

creditor·

of Almond M. Gordon. In the
To the
County of Oxfonl and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the. 4th day of
was
κ-t. A. D. 1'.<D2, the said Almond M. Gordon
first
duly adjudlc ited »<ankrui>t, and that the
Ids creditors will be held at the Court
eetlng
House, In South Parts, on the .".ah day of
\ I) 19t)2 »t 10o'clock In the forenoon, at which
tliue the said creditors may attend, prove their
lalms. appoint a trustee·, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South ^arto, «Wt β. IMSiafiO. A. WILSON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

J*·;·

Bankrupt's Petition

for

lBW?LLL?M°W. JACOBS,
j
Bankrupt.

«

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

Ju.'1gt'1g*^*I)1ll>t
...

Τ·>the Hon.Clakksck Hale.
trli
Court of the Cnlte<l States for the District

t'lMlUAM

lr
Paris
of
W. JACOBS,
the County of Oxford, and State of
M .tine. In said District, respectfully represents
ttiat <>n the 3rd day of August, last I"»*'.
the Acts
W is duly adjudged bankrupt, under
of Congress relating to Bankruptcy ; thathe has
and
rlnhte of
his
-til
property
dulv surrendered
with all
i.rouertv and has fully complied
and of the order*
Acts
said
of
requirements
of ( 'Hirt touching his
,
Wherefore he prays, that he may be aeereeu
I,ν the Court to have a full discharge from all
debt·· provable aaalnst his estate.
ex
Sankrupt A. ts, except such debts as are
law from such disc harge-

\\

{he

l>»iikru|>V\v

ι-epted by

Bankrupt.
ORDER or XOTU'K TOEKKOft.
DISTRICT ο»' Maimk, es.
on
on this iTth «lay of Sept.. A. I). 1909,
reading the foregoing petition. It Is—
had
ordered by the Court, that a hearing be
of Oct., Λ. I).
U|w>n the <ame on the 17th day
said Dis
I'.Mii. before said Court at Portland, In
and that
forenoon;
In
the
o'clock
Met, at Id
notice thereof be published In The Oxfonl
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
an<l that all known creditors. an·! other |>ersons
In Interest, may appear at the «al·! Unie anil
why
place, and ■•how oaijse. If any they have,
not l*e
the prayer of said petitioner should

granted.

Λ nd It Ik further ordered by the Court, that
cred
the Clerk shall «end by mall to all known
adHors copies of eald petition and this order,
as
dresse*I to them at their place* of residence
stated.
Wltnt-M the Hon. Cluulnik Hale, Judge
Port
of the Hald Court, and the seal thereof, at
of Sept.,
land. In «aid District, on the iTth day
a d. laoa.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[Li.|
A true copy of i>etltlon and order thereon.
Attest Λ. H. DAVIS.Clerk.

Petition fjr

Bankrupt's

Discharge.

)
I In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
κ
-Judge of the
Hale,
Clarkn*
Hon.
To the
In the matter of
MAX COHKN.

District Court of the United Stale* for the
District of Maine
COHKN of Rumford, in the Couutv
of Oxford, and State of Maine, Γη
said District, respectfully represent», that on
last pant, he wax dulv
the ilst day or Dec
of Congrene
adjudge I bankrupt under the Act·ha*
duly surto
bankruptcy; tnat he
relating
rendered all hie property and rights of property,
the
all
with
requirement*
has
and
fully
of said Act» and of the ontere of Court touching

MAX

complied

his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he rosy be decreed
from all
by the Court to have a full dt-tchirfre
délite provable aK*lnst his estate under Mild
su«h debt* as are exActe,
except
bankruptcy
cepted by faw from such discharge.
Dated this Jbtli day of Sept., A. D. 1H02.
MAX COHKN, Bankrupt.

ORIIKR OF NOTICE TBKREOX.
District ok Maine, ss.
on readon this 4th day of Oct. A. D. 1902,
ing the foregoing petition. It Is—
be had
or le red by the Court, that a hearing
i4th day of Oct.. A. D.
upon the same on the
Dissaid
In
l:«r.\ tiefore said Court at Portland,
and that
trict, at 10 o'clock In the foreuoon,
DemOxford
The
In
notk-e thereof be published
and
ocrat, a new-paper printed In said District,
In
that all known creditors, and other persons
and
ttuie
place,
Interest, may appear at the said
the
and show cause. If any they have, why
should not be granted.
prayer of said petitioner
that the
And It Is further Ordered by the Court,
all known creditors
to
br
mall
Clerk shall send
addressed
order,
copies of said petition and this
stated.
to them at their places of residence as
Hai.e. Judjce
wiiness the Hon. Clarence
at Portof the said Court, and the teal thereof,
4th day of Oct.,
land, In «aid District, on the
A. 1). 1»W.
II. β.]
A true copy of

A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
petition and order thereon.
Attest-A. H. DAVIS. Clerk.

YOUR EYES.

The value of Perfect Sight is
only known by the want of it.

Dr. J. Franklin Harris,
REFRACTION SPECIALIST,

ha* located PERMANENTLY in Soutl
Pari» and has hie office with J. Pierce,
at hi* Jewelry Store,

No.

Buyers
getting very interesting.
purchasing freely in this vicinity

are

the

Il PRINCE

4, Odd Fellows Block,

where he is prepared to do all kinds o!
work. All examinations of tin
Prescription worl
eye free of charge.
a specialty. Calls by telephone or posta
promptly attended to personally by

Optical

Dr. J. Franklin Harris,

(•ratluate Optic!*».
15 years experience.
P. S.—More than two hundred peopli
tit ted to glasses by him in the pas
month.
Prices m low «β is consistent wit!
tirat-class work.

~*S

i

TIMOTEO β

i

£ί&·:·:'|

Et-V^!."·:
Ι;»

iV*^£*|

[

Attorney at Law,
NORWAY,

apple

situation in this state is

Jl

Surgeon Dentist,
SOUTH 1'ARIS,

The

best fruit to be delivered on the cars at
We are thoroughly
S 1.50 per barrel.
of the opinion that this price is too
low. We notice that our New York exchanges say that orchardists in western
New York are holding out for $2.50 per
barrel with a good chance of obtaining
THE ANGORA GOAT.
it. The Rural New Yorker, perhaps the
best fruit authority in New York, takes
p'-v^Vi*
the same ground that we do that there
CWrtM. W. ft» Cm JntematVmaJ IMtrary and Nam StrvU»
EXPERIENCE OK TUK MAINE AGRICUL
is a short crop, and it does not advise
μλ·. ·?: î^Wï'/AjVssîV· :?: ÎSSX^Vvïîî· Λ}·'Χν Sî :£/£·'·*:·; I
Ϊ"^'··ν·«:'-ν·7ΐ:'Λν^·.··Λ
TUBAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
growers to sell at prices being offered at
on
present. It closes a recent editorial
the subject with the following words:
The first problem we met was suit
whil
able fencing. We soon found that
)
Suppose the apple shippers had had
didst see arc but brass and pewter copCHAPTER IX.
they do not jump they are good climber reports all their own way, as was the
ies of the originals, now also, like the
and that they will go over any feme th ) case a few years ago. "Big crop" stories
"·Τ was uik>u the stroke of mid diamonds, in the possession of the old
would
have
of
til·
>
which
with
can
reach
growers
many
frightened
top
they
I night," began Ippolita, "when ; Sir Isaac, the usurer."
fore feet. The horns on some of tin ) into giving away a good share of their
opened the gate, and Piorella
A teardrop came into her dark, lusIi fruit! We followed the crop through
ewes point backward in a V shape.
my tirewoman, was with me
the case of a woven wire fence witl from the time of the great freeze and no
trous eyes us she spoke, and In my
reader has been deceived.
Now, Fiorella was always a good dam mind was pictured at that moment the
square openings even with 4-inch mesl
osel, saving In two or three little mat
they will push their heads through tin
whole story of the old duke's riotous
openings and get hung by their horns
ters, one of which is"—
and extravagant career and of his anIt
seems that the southern and westWith this kind of a fem e it was neces
"Fiorella be
; that is to say, neve:
ern growers of apples are trying to steal
gelic daughter's consequent privation
sary to visit them two or three times :
I. "Tell me wha
and maidenly shame. The pity of it
the reputation of the northern grown mind Fiorelln," said
to
Ell
release
the
The
day
prisoners.
wert
out
when
thou
thee
to
that
fruit
they happened
touched my heurt, and that, together
wood poultry fence (not poultry netting I fruit, to help out the
of the wall."
with the sad and surpassing loveliness
of the American Fence Company witl { produce. At the eighth annual meeting side
Assofair
of
is
the
the
National
that
prince
thing,
Apple Shippers'
"Aye,
small diamond-shaped openings ha
of her present appearance, so wrought
in Rochester, Ν. Y., last but, by our Lady, there is not much t<
It cost! dation, held
proven perfectly satisfactory.
upon me that I caught her to me,
month the following very significent tell thee, for we did find ourselvei
about a third more than the ordinar
swore that I loved her as never mortal
was adopted :
resolution
o;
band
woven wire fence of equal height.
straightway in the midst of a
damlzella was loved before and be;
National
the
Resolved
Apple
by
In 1901 we gave them too extensive :
111 favored rogues, who laid violen
sought her to name upon the instant
Association in annual conven;
Shippers1
rauge and they did but little clearing up
hands upon ns, which made us cry ou
the happy duy. To my astonishment,
and deemed to be of
In May 1902 six ewes, one buck and tiv< tion assembled,
and Fiorella
that all exhib- with the fright thereof,
she drew away from me, and upon her
the
greatest
importance
;
kids were put in an acre of young wood
should be required to give satis- being a stout wench, did lay about hei
face there was a look of fear and of
land of a mixed growth, most of thi itors
factory evidence and proof that their so lustily that they were fain to loos< indecision.
trees three to six inches in diameter
exhibits are in fact as well as her. Whereat she got within the gate
"Oh, Timoteo," said she in accents of
There was a quite thick growth of un respective
in name from the respective sections, I swooned and remember nothinf ;
derbrush.
The small underbrush oi
tenderness, "I do love thee right well,
state or country as represented.
more."
birch, maple, hazel bush, etc., have beei
believe me, but how can I, oh, how can
cleaned up so that where there are nc
"Incomparable Ippolita!' I exclaim I link my young life with one who is
th< ! descended from the devil?"
alders or evergreens the ground undei
We certainly do not want to mislead ed. "When thou hadst come out of
the trees is as clean as though it hac our readers or the
in trance into which these base fiend: 1
generally,
public
"Nay, Signoriua Alblzzi," said I, with
been burned over. Sweet fern they dc
to the true condition of the apple had thrown thee, where wert thou ani
regard
some hauteur, while at the same time
not like very well but they have cleaned
crop, but are bound to say that from all what didst thou note?"
I wondered much at her remark. "I
all of the hardhack out of this piece
information we can gather that the
"Marry, fair sir, I did not come wel am indeed of old and noble lineage, but
Ferns and brakes have been eaten U
growers of fruit that will keep, are out of it until I found myself in tin 1
beshrew me if I claim to trace it back
some extent. They have eaten the leave?
making a mistake in sacrificing it at chamber where we now are. Nathless to the gentleman whom thou didst menanil young sprigs of bushes in preferenct this
season for $1.50 per barrel.
early
to jrrass.
Birches two inches or more in When it is remembered that the barrel as we came into the house and as I tion."'
diameter they have not injured but the} to hold the
was borne through the lower parts of li
"It cannot be," said she, gazing at
apples coets from 20 to 25
from everj cents to start
so that I secretlj
have stripped the bark
me with her magnificent eyes wide
with, to which must be I had one eye %>en,
maple. Even maple trees six inches it added the picking and packing, and the took note of the mansion, of the bani open in surprise, "that thou hast not
Wt
diameter have beeu thus killed.
hauling to the car which is no small of robbers and of a graybeard servint heard the tale which is told in every
have found them to be fond of the bark
item, with the present scarcity of labor, man who admitted us to the castle corner of the land anent the family of
of apple trees, even eating the bark from and the
grower after deducting all these And I did see that his teeth chattered ii 1 the Pazzl ? Surely thou dost but Jest."
old trees.
expenses, not forgetting the spraying his head and that one of the band eft
To clean up birch or evergreen wood- and
"3y a whole wagon load of saints,"
caring for his trees all through the soons fetched him such a grievoui said I.
land they have proven very effective.
season, will have little left for his labor.
There has been practically no cost foi We believe that it is safe to limit present whack upon the pate that he fell sense
"This, then, was the tale, fair prince,
the pavement. And of th<
the summer's keeping. The twelve goats sales for fruit that will
as it was told me by my grandam
keep to $2.00, less upon
al
have been kept without other food on and our best
whiles that I was but a small child:
judgment is that it will robbers there were fourteen men
one acre of young wood-land. They have
Ç3.00 before many weeks, but if told, and with thirteen of them I die It was many years ago that the thing
bring
required no care other than an occasional we had the selling of it we would not have acquaintance, whenas, the four first happened, being at the time when
visit to see that they are all right and
sell a barrel unless we could realize at teenth, who was their leader, I did not my great-grandsire, Galeazzo Alblzzi,
that they have water.
Salt was given least ?2.00 for the fruit. If any one
know."
had the misunderstanding with thy
occasionally.
differs with us on this subject we should
"Ah, Ippolita," eald I, "thou doet lr greut-grandfather, Lodovico de' Pazzl."
Charles D. Woods, Director.
be more than pleased to give them space
thirteen thieves righl
At this moment the countess gave u
Urono, Sept. 13, 1902.
We sooth know these
for their argument in our paper.
I do fear me that they eel
startled and terrified glance over my
wish that growers would avail them- well, and
shoulder and at the same time uttered
selves of the opportunity to make known such store by thy acquaintance that
FARM MANAGERS WANTED.
through our columns the prices that are they will be loath to let thee go out ol a quick cry of alarm. I turned swiftly
We doubt if there is a greater demand
being offered for fruit in their several their company. As to the leader ol and beheld standing within the doorin any business for managers or execu- sections.
a
Such information would be these robbers, he also is no stranger tc
way of the stair which led below
tive officers than exists among peoph
very valuable in getting at the real sit- thee, though thou didst not recognizc
and hirsute ruffian. We had been
burly
owniug large farms or having large hold- uation of the market.
him, appareled as he was in my custofl so taken up with each other and the
ings of real estate, which they desire tc
finery. Know, then, that he is nom sweet moments of our interview had
have managed in a progressive and up
to-date manner. We do not refer to ex
While at the Windsor fair we met a other than Brother Ambrose, the blacli
sped so pleasantly that we had made
tensive areas, where a manager wou'd European buyer who is paying 11.00 per friar who escaped from the fiâmes yes
no account of where we were and had
forgotten the presence of the robbers
only have to direct the work, but to farms barrel for fruit on the trees, the purchas- treen."
where the manager has not only thi er to do the picking, packing and truckin the castle until all in a twinkling we
"Frediddlo, Timoteo, thou art pleased
over-sight, including the hiring of othei ing, and also furnishes the barrels. His to
found them upon us.
mer'
with
Jeet
help and selling the products, but also i.- proiKisition is meeting with considerable
The rogue was unarmed, and as I
"Nay, fairest one, I Jest not and 11
ex pec ted to go into the field and lead in
favor, as farmers say that they cannot
drew my sword and made a spring for
the various kinds of work carried on pick and pack{the fruit and furnish the it is not the truth may the foul fiend flj
turned to run down the stair,
there. In fact, he must do as thousands barrels tor 50 cents. This proposition away with me. Moreover, it is but a him he
placing his right hand upon the door
of successful farmers are doing to-daj meets with much favor, too, whore help is half hour since I watched the traitoi
casing as he went out. At this second
upon their own farms in looking aftei scarce and unreliable, but we are of the from my hiding place in the cellar ol
everything and anticipating the various opinion that this price is also altogether the castle, and I did hear him say tc I slammed the door to, catching his
emergencies that are liable to arise in too low, and should not be encouraged, one Pippo, hie companion, that he re- wrist between it and the jamb. It was
the growing of crops and feeding stock and we should like also to have our
a heavy door and did not fit very closeserved thee for the fulfillment cf some
and being prepared to meet them.
correspondents discuss this proposition,
ly to the cutting, so that his hand stuck
enterprise."
weighty
The qualifications required to fill sucli and tell us whether or not in their sevout into the room like a point
evei
straight
didst
St.
"Now,
Reparata,
by
places are good knowledge of the prin eral sections they can afford to pick,
hand
upon a signboard. He natulng
and
black
an
such
of
hear
Impudent,
ci pies of agriculture so far as their gen pack and ship apples for 50 cents per
rnllv rnlHPrt η Preilt ado about the matvexafor
Poscould
I
knave?
and
the
barrel.
eral application is concerned
weep
scurvy
barrel, they to furnish the
strictest integrity and sense of honor. In sibly it can be done advantageously in tion at the thought of it, and I could ter.
it
believe
not
a
man
would
we
do
"Cut it off!" cried Ippollta.
to
fill
but
such
a
order
some sections,
place
tear out his base tongue by the roots
need to take the same interest in the can be doue in the Kennebec valley.— with redhot
It was η happy suggestion which the
pinchers."
management of the farm that lie would Turf, Farm and Home.
darling girl hnd made, and I went to
lut' wiuiu ut i^uiiiu ao duc iuud
were it his own and would need to reherself was something appall- work and gave it two or three hacks
pressed
gard his employer's interests his own in
and haggled at
OXFORD COUNTY FAIR.
ing. Her gaze was fixed and staring, and sawed at it awhile
terests.
The use of improved machiner}
What the Turf, Farm and Home says as though she saw before her the ob- It and finally got it off. I was ashamed
and improved methods of farming makt
Thanks, ject of her resentment, and her fingers of the operation, for I had done much
it necessary that such a man work nc of the Oxford County fair.
All this
Brother Mayo, come next year :
more hours in a day than the managers
moved convulsively as though she were better when I was a student.
"No fair held in the state exceeds in
in other industrial enterprises are rethe surgical operation ol
performing
exhibition the anquired to work and less hours than man] interest and value ofthe
which she had spoken.
Oxford County
people work who are engaged in a busi nual exhibition of whose
"Rather than that the poltroon should
grounds are
ness requiring their attention a
portion Agricultural Fair,
"beshrew
lucated between the flourishing villages touch me," she continued,
or all the evenings.
*
-1.
k»».
Tl—
1
of Norway and South Paris. The exhi- me, but I would murder him, e'en
bition this year far exceeded any ever though I had to kill myself the moment
greatly increased through the pu re hast held
and the society after."
on the grouiuls,
of farms by city people, for these pur
chasers as a rule know little or nothing will close up its books better off finanShe thrust her hand Into her bosom,
cially than ever before. This is a very drew therefrom a slim bladed and beIn some in
about farming matters.
for the
stances such purchasers have beconu gratifying condition of things,
made a theatrical
is officered by jeweled stiletto and
discouraged in the management of theii reason that the society
with it into the air before her.
farms from the difficulty in securing re the most enterprising and public spirited pass
"Sic semper tyrannls!" exclaimed the
liable men to carry on the work. These breeders aud agriculturalists in the state,
and it is gratifying to know that their proud and resolute beauty.
men do nut expect to make their farm
met
with such
"Gndzooks, Ippollta," said I, "thou
operations profitable, neither do thej earnest efforts have
art not used to such playthings, and, I
expect to have things done in a shiftiest marked success.
The racing was of a high order, and
and shipshod manner. The money thej
prithee, put It away from thee, for 1
the horsemen present went away greatly4
possess which enabled them to purchase
do much fear me that thou wilt cut
with the treatment they received.
farms, has generally been obtained pleased
thyself."
through close application to a business President Wheeler and his able associatesa
For answer she laughed the prettiesl
beyond
or profession in which every detail was and assistants have proved
fire of her anlooked after with the greatest precision. questiou that they know how to conduct laugh imaginable. The
done
Their experience in these matters teaches a fair successfully, for they have
ger had subsided, and she was now her
a large
them that the details of any business it, and they have the thanks of
own sweet self once more.
need close attention to bring success, uuniber of patrons for having done it
I now noticed for the first time thai
too."
well,
and an important
requisite of their
Ippollta was without the coronet ol
farmer and manager must be thoroughdiamonds which I had seen her weai
ness in such matters.
Although the fact has for some time at our first meeting. I was naturally
We do not advise any young man who been
recognized that the Maine Orange Interested In the matter, aud I asked
has a good farm to leave it and accept a is a
strong and constantly growing or·
position upon some other man's farm, ganization, it will surprise many people ter If she had left It home when sh<
however well he may be adapted for the to learn that it has more members in came to the postern gate with Fiord la
position. By such action he might have proportion to the population of the state
"Nay, Timoteo, it is a matter of n<
more money at the end of the year than than can be fouud in the same order
moment, as I will straightway shov
in
farm
to
save
he would have been able
anywhere else in the country. This thee. I will tell thee the secret les
operations upon his own farm, but he statement was made at a recent meeting thou hear It from others and thinl
would have lost an opportunity to lay at Oak Grove and is undoubtedly correct
of me for it. A year ag<
the foundation for a farm home upon his as the necessary
figures to substantiate slightingly
"Sic semper tyrannie!"
come Michaelmas the duke, my father
own soil, which is the best thing a young it are
easy of access. It is a good thing
his tradespeo
man can do if he intends to follow farm- for the state that the
hard
by
preseed
has
being
grown
Grange
while the knave was bellowing out as
ing as a life work, and, as we have said, so strong in it. The association of the pie, did take the diamonds from thii ι
though I were murdering him. Now,
There are, however, a husbandmen of the state in the
owns a farm.
organi- same coronet and did pawn them wltl
he became quiet; bo I opened
great many farmers' sons who have not zation makes ,for their own benefit in the old money lender Monteflori, put however,
the door, and he must have gone into
inherited or been able to purchase a many ways. It is of advantage to them
ι
t
diadem
the
In
them
in place of
was
a swoon, for the moment his wrist
►
farm and who expect to engage with socially, intellectually and, indirectly, ting
lot of pebbles, which shone with grea
some employer for a time at least. Such
let loose he fell to the bottom of the
It tends to give a tone to
financially.
ai
,
luster and seemed in every way
young men, whether married or single, farm life that was lacking before the
stairway.
It will be α ran ,
can do no better than to tit themselves
There are good as the original.
came to the front.
Grange
There was now a great fracas below
d< ι
when
they
these
for farm managers and enter upon theii better
rogues
for
upon
of
it
Jest
be
to
hoped
yet
things
and it seemed to me likely that
stairs,
duties as such as soon as possible. There the future. The farmer has never se- discover it"
the whole gang of miscreants, hearing
is no difficulty in finding an opening, for cured more than his just deserts in the
I thought as she did. At the earn j
their companion, had
there are hundreds of farmers and prop distribution of the fruits of toil, and he time I wondered why the old duke hat I the outcries of
erty owners who are now anxiously has frequently obtained less than his not pawned some of that great quao come up into the chamber Immediately
beneath us.
looking for such men. They must, how- due—Waterville Mail.
tlty of gold and silver plate of whicl ι
ever, have the disposition and ability tc
"What is toward?" asked one, with a
»
was possessed instead of taking ttn
he
to
valuable
useful
and
make themselves
mediaeval oath.
round,
jewels of his beautiful and only child
their employers in order to get good
FACTORY DAIRYING.
"By the skin of Bartholomeo," anhad divined my thoughl
she
As
though
prices.
One of the best things about the
swered another, "I know not. save that
In making these suggestions we dc
continued:
is the burden it takes she now
Brother Benedetto there hath been
[
the demand foi factory system
not underestimate
the
one
thee
secret,
told
"Haying
from the women on the farm. The care
trussed and carved,
trained specialists in various agricultural
am I most excellently
of the milk and the making of the butter will e'en make a clean breast of It
wench to have
positions and the opportunity for met with facilities generally found on the reveal to thee another. Thou dids t She is a most valiant
who have fitted themselves for these
this."
done
5
th<
at
as
as
note
well
yestreen
farm, is very unsatisfactory
doubtless take
"Santiddio," said the first speaker.
positions. The agricultural experiment
burdensome to those doing the duke's banquet of an exceeding grea t
A
stations of the country are to-day unablt quite
was ever thus with Benedetto.
"It
can be made on the farm
Butter
work.
sll
display of tableware of gold and
to secure such men as are needed tc
ever had more charms
hath
in
made
but
to
that
petticoat
any
factory,
ver.
Alas, that I must say It to thee
direct the work, and there are inanj equal
>
on account of lack of facilities and skill,
for him than good red wine, and he
wealthy men owning vast estates whe the quality as a rule is very irregular but the whole outfit Is bogus, and th hath deserted the bottle and stolen
thoi !
in di
of
which
services
basins
the
and
specialists
require
At some seasons such goblets, plates
that
inferior.
=
away from our festive company
It re and
re< ting their farm operations.
less than one-half and
a
and train butter brings
be might dally with this she wolf of
of
several
study
years
quires
seldom more than two-thirds of what it
Cows that fa
si
countess. Were not the fifty stripes
ing to till these positions. The mattei would bring if made by an experienced
to breed, esp<
I OUr COWS
she procured to be given him
to which we are directing attention ii man in a
daily Afte χ which
creamery or a well equipped
It require
affair.
a very different
Lammas day sufficient for
last
Be
Abortion
Bulletin.
upon
May
dairy."—Missouri
should be ii
honest, intelligent, energetic men wit!
Take ye warning, therefore, all
him?
some knowledge of and a liking foi
to
of ye, and when ye have abundant and
ι.
NEW ENGLAND DEFENDED.
farming and for such there is an opening
will be
It thoroughl 7 good liquor abide by it, and all
Powder.
ii
Breeding
tieeptic
as farm managers and workers that
The
Socially decadent she is not.
kills all germs, and makes cow 8 well with ye. In the absence of Brothfar from being tilled. Such qualities at standard of daily life, of home comfort, disinfects,
breed. Also effective where cows are irrei
wil
er Ambrose, our captain, I, as lieutenbring success in other occupations
of hospitality, was never higher than ular In coming in season and where the y
mc
more desirabh
in
ant of the band, will take It upon
and
here
success
cause
is
not.
Mt
ahe
decadent
Does
straining.
now.
bring
do not clean.
Industrially
to the chamber ol
to
presently
up
conditions and with wider opportunity The life of the farm has changed, but it
go
i,
of
West
Boylstoi
William K. Parke,
"
to lay aside wages for use in the pur
New EngOne wf my cows was ρ
has changed for the better.
Mass.. says :
ÎI this bloody witch that I may have rea
chase of a farm or engaging in other en
land's abandoned farms are neither a peatedly bred Ineffectually. After trea
this matter. Which ol
Breedic
g Ion of her for
Farm
Farmer.
Antiseptic
ment with Hood
menace to her prosperity nor a sign of
terprises.—Mirror and
will go with me?"
waa successful.
service
first
the
ye
Powder
decay. Her area ia saturated with three
"By St Peter, most valiant Lippo,'
To a man with a family living on ι ι centuries of strenuous life which has
Farm
»
a
spoke up another of the robbers, "thai
sent ite myriad rootlets westward to the
Maine farm the high price of coal
will I—there being beforehand f
The parent atem
winter approaches has no terrors. Wit] ι shore· of the Pacific.
1 may bear a few fruitless branches, bn
covenant betwixt us that thou dost g<
the wood house piled high with fitter
With fall directions, Is sold for $1.00. Ci n first"
beech, birch and maple the eoet of fue I it is still in full and ▼'
ο r I-Albert G. Robinson,
I four times larger, 12.50. For sale by F. ι
"Thou speakest well, Bacio. Folio*
is undisturbed by conflict» of labor
lent
the greed of capital.
SnoMLxrr Λ Co., Sooth Pari·, Me,
cl—lrt however, upon my footstepi ι
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that tbou mayest see in what manner
I deal with the sorceress."
There now sounded a heavy tread
upon the stair, which made it seem
that the lieutenant was a man of
weight. I understood that two men
were now ascending, and I got ready
to receive them with proper and adequate welcome. From my point of
view the door was hinged at the left
Outside of it there was α landing of
about three feet in breadth, and the
stairway, which was so narrow that it
admitted of but one man at a time,
went downward to the right. All I had
to do was to stand by the partly open
door and to pass my sword through
whatever aj peared in the aperture.
Now, the lieutenant was an exceedingly fat rogue, and the iirst object which
presented itself past the jamb of the
door was his stomach. In this I made
two or three sv. ift, strong jabs, and he
fell upon his face and lay on the floor
of the landing as dead as a mackerel.
The second rascal at this moment perceived me and, turning round, made
such a hasty attempt to get down the
stairway that he turned a complete
somersault and landed at the bottom.
"By St. Dominie," he cried, "but
there be a dozen men at arms in the

room!"
At this moment,

urged

on

by my

stooped down, that he might ciii me,
and the other prepared to thrust
me over the head of his companion.
My opponents knew next to notmng
about the noble art of fence, and it is
even a question with me whether they
could distinguish quarte from tierce ot
knew the difference between one, two,
and cut and disengage.
They were,
however, very muscular and ugly

cus-

tomers, and I can assure you that l
had my hands full even from the very
first. When I say hands, I speak understanding^, for with my left I had
caught up the topmost of my three
previous victims by the scruff of the
neck, and I now managed to hold the
defunct so that he partly shielded my
body from the furious attacks of his
living fellows. I had a suspicion as I
did this that the rogue was not as
dead as he looked, for it seemed to me
that he squirmed in my grasp eïery
time that he was perforated by my enemies. When, however, they had tilled
him with as many holes as a sieve he

ceased his contortions and gave me no
more trouble. I now concluded that it
was time to do something. I ^erefore
made the eight parades one after the
other, followed them up with a straight
thrust and a disengagement both over
and under the arm and ended Λ

They

flanconnade.

were now &

ly flustered with my mode of attack,
overconfident and somewhat too val80 I made the celebrated feint
iant nature, I did a very foolish thing.
bling on both sides and finished the
Thrusting my head around the corner
business by giving the lower rascal β
of the doorway, I called down to them:
time thrust over the arm and theι otlrr
"Thou liest, thou dastard and chickη time thrust in the octave, and thej
en hearted caitiff!
Pardy, I am but
were both dead men.
all!
and
I
scorn
and
ye
one man,
defy
There were now five men outr.ght
Marry, come up here, any that are
the stair, in addition to

of^dou-

a-weary of this life, and eftsoons will I
give ye passage to the umiucnchable
fires which ye 30 well deserve."

CHAPTER X.

AT

this moment there was a lull
in the proceedings, and the
rogues seemed to retire to
some place at a distance from
the stairway and to consult with low
voices upon the matter. While I was

to these gentlemen Ippollta
had been busy with some affnir in the
further corner of her apartment. I
now had leisure to observe her, and I
noticed that she had procured from
somewhere in the room a small brazier's furnace of much the same size
and shape as that which a modern tineniith is wont to carry with him through
the streets. She had lighted a fire of
charcoal in it, and it seemed to me_
likely that the poor child was endeavoring to prepare something in the way

attending

of a repast, having been now almost a
day without food. She presented α
charming spectacle as she bent over
the furnace, her sweet face aglow
with the flame of it, and I thought
what a dainty housewife she would
make and looked forward to the time
when this goddess would preside over
own

menage.

my
"And a score of years after," said
she, "it came to pass"—
"What dost thou say?" I exclaimed,
with a fear upon me that the gentle
creature had gone insane with the exleill UL

nifr iuimui

luut-s.

"I do hut proceed, fair sir, with the
tale which I did commence erstwhile."
"Ah!" said I, wondering much at the
nerve which enabled her so unconcernedly to continue her narrative at
the very moment when we were threatened with α sudden and violent death.
"And It came to pass that after a
•core of years, when thy grandfather
Sigismondo led the unsuccessful revolt
against the Alblzzi, his followers, havbeen dispersed, did besiege him In

ing

his own house, the castle of the Γηζζΐ,
where we now are, and they did force
the entrance» thereto, and Sigismondo,
fleeing before them, took refuge in the
cellar, and when all the men at arms
took torches and followed him down
Into these underground vaults, lo, he
bad vanished utterly away from them."
She had got thus far in her narrative
when suddenly the bravos made a
•wift and stealthy rush up the stair-

might take me unawares. Fortunately, however, I heard
them in season, and, springing to my
post at the half open door, I was Just
way,

that they

In time to receive them.
The first fellow stumbled upon and
fell across the dead body of the lieutenant and I had no difllcultv in dispatching him. running my sword twice
Into his carcass with the same ease
with which I would have thrust a butter trier into a flrkin. The nest rascal
he
gave me infinitely more trouble, as
succeeded in getting upon the landing
and forcing the duor wide open, so that
he confronted me fairly and squarely.
Before I expected it he gave a vicious
lunge with his sword and scratched my
left shoulder quite seriously. Immediately afterward, however, I gave him
a neat stab through the windpipe, and

dead upon
which I had killed one in the cellar
and had maimed another to that ex
tent that he was lncapac ated from
all further offensive operations. This
made seven in all and left but six of
the original thirteen to oppose me A
I thought of these flattering resu ts I
felt quite proud of the unaided achiei ements of my good right arm and at the
game time was not a little dlscourag» <1
as to the final outcome of the struggle.
The six remaining banditti, having
lust witnessed the defeat and death of

the two last named bravos, who «ere
probably the best fighting men aim.ng
them, clustered around the bottom of
the stairway and showed their impotent
rage by the most horrible median a 1
Imprecations and by ribald talk and
gestures which it would be impossible
for me to write down.
All at once I heard a sound from the
chamber of Ippolltn and of tin· lifting

of one of the boards of the floor, and
at this sound all six of the knaves left
off looking at me and directed their
gaze at the ceiling immediately abme
their heads. Then there seemed to fall
upon their faces from the rafters al»o\e
some kind of a bright liquid, and nt
"
once there came from their six
ous throats the most awful, terrible,
ear splitting, heartrending shrieks and
yells which were ever heard this side
of hades, and they struck wildly into the
air and clasped their bands over their
eves, and they fell upon the floor and
groveled there and crept this way and
that until one by one they had alI disappeared from view. And now thue
came up to my nostrils a foul stench as
of burned flesh or leather, and I sought
out Ippolita, and in a moments space
I found out and understood the whole

U11.J

thing which had happened.

She had found in this chamber of the
tower the brazier's furnace, already
supplied with charcoal, and upon the
top of it there was a small round pot
Ailed with lead, and the dear, ingenious girl, knowing right well from her
medheval education what the thing
was meant for, had set hre to the char
coal and when the lead was melted
had lifted one of the loose boards or
the floor and poured the molten metal
bo adroitly upon the faces of the sir
thieves that she had burned the eyeballs out of every mother s son of thenr

As there was now no longer anj thing
to fear, we decided to descend at once
to the parlor floor.
Going down the stairs, wo passed to
the lower floor and found ourselves in
the banquet hall of the palace. And
now, happening to cast my eyes upou

the lifesize, full length portrait of a
Oerce old knight in half armor, which
had hung low down upon the wall in
front of me at the opposite side of the

I became, as ft were, fascinated
with It, fso that I could hardly remove
my eyes from Its wrinkled and sinister
features, aud I asked Ippolita if she
knew which of. my honored ancestors
room,

represented.

the picturo

"Marry, that I do," she answered,
"as well as thou knowest it thyself.
It is the face of Mlchelozzo de' 1'azzi,
thy great-grandfather's father, commonly called Mlchelozzo the Bad. Well
indeed should I know It, for it was
he, dropping his weapon and clapping said that he did most foully murder
his hand upon the blood spurting ori- Messer Itidolfo Albizzl, the father of
fice, I took the occasion to search with
the point of my rapier, delicately and
skillfully, for his vermiform appendix,
with the result, as is usual in such
operations, that he at once succumbed.
The rest of the rascals now took
fright at the speedy fate of their comrades and beat a hasty retreat to the

regions below.

"And when thy father, the noble Arnolfo de' Pazzi," said Ippolita, who was
still busy with the fire which ehe had
started in the small charcoal furnace,
"shall come at last to cross the river

Galeazzo. Mi-slast seen entering the
castle of the Pazzi to transact some
business with thy forbear, and it was
thought that Mlchelozzo did away with
him by casting him Into an underground well which existed for such
purposes and which is even to this day
supposed to exist in this castello maladetto of thy race. Ah, Timoteo, thou
dost come of most desperately wicked
ancestry, and I marvel much that I
And it in my heart to trust my life and
my
eer

great-grandfather

Kidolfo

was

happiness to thee."
"Ob, come, Ippolita," said I. "They
I exclaimed, with some ir- really weren't such a bad lot, after all,
ritation In my voice, for I was heartily as men go, and, for the matter of that,
sick by this time, "If thou hast not yet thou hast not much to brag of thyself
finished with thy tale I prithee put the in the line of ancestors. Take, for incompletion of it off until some more stance, thy great-grandfather, GaleazFrom all I can learn, he was the
zo.
auspicious moment"
"Nay, Timoteo, I hud in sooth con- most unscrupulous old cutthroat that

Styx"—
"Ippolita,"

cluded the nurrative, and I shall now
eftsoons proceed to the application of

it"
"Pestllenza,

we will dispense with
the application of it" said I.
The rogues were now gathered again
in a group ut the bottom of the stairs,
and presently two of the stoutest and
most expert swordsmen of the lot by
evident agreement, left their comrades
and came upward to attack me. When
they had reached the top, one of them

An Ancient Foe

To health and happiness is Scrofula—
immemorial.
as ugly as ever since time
It causca bunches in the neck, dismucous
figures the skin, inflames the
weakthe
musclés,
wastes
membrane,
of
ens the bones, reduces the power
resistance to disease and the capacity
for recovery, and develops into con-

sumption.

of
"A bunch appeared οη the left side
was lanced,
my neck. It caused great pain,
into a
and became a running sore. I went
to try
general decline. I was persuaded
I had taken
when
and
Hood's Sarsaparilla,
I have
six bottles my neck was healed, and
kind since."
never had any trouble of the
Ohio.
T.
Snydkr,
Troy,
Mrs. Κ.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

principality produced."
regretted instantly the having

ever

I

the

said

this, as I saw that the dear girl was
exceedingly provoked by ft, so that she
trembled with vexation, while a single
tear coursed slowly down her soft, rose

tinted cheek. At that moment I could
have sworn that the portrait of old
Mlchelozzo winked at me. I turned toward Ippolita and saw that she. too,
bad noticed it, for she had forgqtten
her short lived resentment and was gazing at the villainous old condottiere
with a look of alarm and wonder. Then
suddenly, without saying anything, she
I
arose and seized my rapier, wtych

bad laid upon the table, it being more
convenient to sit without It, and, running swiftly and gracefully to the portrait. gave as pretty and scientific a
lunge as I ever saw and ran the old
gentleman through the middle of the
diaphragm.

(TO

BE

CONTINUED.]

Much In

m

Name.

Being Informed that be was to be
taken before a judge whose name was

Justice, a Georgia negro exclaimed:
Ef he
"De goodness en gracious 1
gimme what his name call fer, I ebo'
Is gone 1"—Atlanta Constitution.

A word of kindness is seldom spoken
It is α seed which, even when
springs op a
will rid you of it, radically and per· dropped by chance,
as they have rid thousands. flower.

and Pills

manently,

in vain.

Mine·

on

MouUI·

Top·.

Nothing In engineering is

more ro-

mantic or curious than the fashion in
which the ordinary conception of a
mine as an opening penetrating far bolow the ordinary level is reversed
where inducement» offer to climb high
above the earth's surface before piercing into It.
There Is, for Instance, the Eureka
?old mine, probably the highest In the
world, situatei 14,000 feet up in the
Andes range, not far from the city of
Jujuy, in Argentina. 80 high Is this
mine that it is only worked with great
difficulty owing to the "mountain sickness" and to similar troubles to which
workers at this immense nltitude, almost three miles In the air, are sub-

THE OLD RELIABLE

rift
^akiK"

ject.

Near Chocaya, In Bolivia, there Is the
Veta del Cuadro mine, whore silver ore
Is extracted 13,000 feet above sea level,
while the same metal Is wrought near
Peopo, in the Cordilleras, 12,400 feet
above tide water. The produce from
all these Is carried on mule back over

points
tremendous mountain paths
where it can be placed on rail or be
concentrated Into more portable form
for further transit by wagon to the
seaboard.—Stray Stories.

POWDER
AbtolutelyPare

THERE IS m SUBSTITUTE

·

to

Cool Garden

A

glacier

when

it

Spot*.

dislodges Itself

the Arctic ocean
In the wake of
never travels alone.
svery lnrge one lloats a line of smaller

ind sails away

over

companions.

The Ksklmos call this phenomenon
"the duck and ducklings," and alpine who has watched the progress ot'
the elder duck followed by her brood
will appreciate the aptitude of the
name.

Strange as it may seem, plants grow
ind blossom upon these great ice
mountains. When a glacier Is at rest,
tnoss attaches Itself to it. protecting
the ice beneath, Just as sawdust does.
A.fter a time the moss decays and
forms a soil. In which the seeds of

auttercups and dandelions, brought by
the wind, take root and flourish.
Those who have traveled in arctic
lands say they have found no point
ret where the poppy does not bloom

luring the brief northern summer.
The Skin.

Bathing to many persons Is a term
embodying an expenditure of time ai.d
It Is probably
considerable trouble.
t>ecause they do not cleanse the skin
until It gives visible signs of its needs.
Now, the skin Is everlastingly throwing oft Impurities which you cannot
llways see with the naked eye, but
svhich will be readily found in the ap-

pearance of the bath water even when
When you can
jne bathes each day.
svear a white collar a few hours withjut marring its spotlessness where It
comes In contact with the skin, you
amy have some excuse for thinking
that you are perfectly clean and not
before. The neatest person 1 ever saw
could not boast of such an achievement, for the thing Is well nigh Impossible. Nature has provided the
in
pores for drainage purposes, and
liealth they work without ceasing.—
Boston Traveler.
The power of song among the brute
creation has so long been associated
in our minds with the feathered tribe
llone that we do not think of it as belonging to any four footed animals
¥et there Is a mouse that sings—why.
nobody knows. It is a small animal,
with very large ears, which <ire moved
about much while singing, as if that
were necessary to the success of the
rocal performance. The song is not,
is you think, a prolonged squeak with
variations, but a succession of clear,
warbling nc^es, with trills, not unlike
the song of a canary, and quite as
beautiful, though some of the notes
much letter. One great peculiarity
Ικ a sort of double song, an air with
accompaniment quite subdued. Upon
first hearing this one believes that he
ire

Is listening to more than one mouse,
perfect is the illusion.

so

The I-oiils Styli'M.
It was the French King Louis XI.
who Invented gold lace, and it was
Louis XIV. who ordered all the silk
upholsteries of the palace done in
white with iigures of gold and blue
ind a touch of red. The louisinc silks
the
ire named after him, and all
French kings of the name of Louis
have had their names brought down to
posterity through the invention of
some article of dress, whether It be u
Louis Quinze heel or a Louis Seize

coat, while to Louis Quatorze belongs
the honor of

cutl' and

a

a

hat

A Genlua.

Small Son—I know what I'll be when
I grow up—I'm going to be a great inventor.

Papa—'That's encouraging, certainly.

What m:ikes you think you have inventive genius?
Small Son— Why, I wanted to take u
screw out und I couldn't find u screwunscrewed It with your radriver,

so^I

zor.—Short Stories.
A

Wonder.

An advertisement was Inserted for
to take charge of the choir
and play the organ at a village church.
The following was among the replies:
"Sir—I noticed your advertisement for
an organist and music teacher, either
lady or gentleman. Ilaving been both
Borne one

for several years, I offer you my servIces."

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

Hard

on

the Panob.

Just after the battle of

October, 1862, says
change, Dr. (Savage,

a

PerryvtDe,
Georgia

in

ex·

a strong Union
man, was at one of bis appointments
to baptize some children. There was a
large crowd, and a sturdy southern
matron brought her four children to
the altar. "Name this child," said the
Union preacher, laying bis hand on
the boy's head. "Simon Bolivar Buck·
ner," was the reply, which caused a

einile to come over the congregation,
but the brave preacher went on with
his duty.
"Name this child," talcing the next
"Pierre Gustave Tuutant
in order.
Beauregard." And the smile grew Into
a snicker, while Dr. Savage became
He baptized the
red in the face.
and
young namesake of the soldier
"Name
went on with the ceremony.
this one," he gasped, reaching for the
third. "Albert Sidney Johnaon," cavue
the answer. The smile became audible and the preacher ai>oplectic. Heaving a sigh of relief, he took the fourth
child, a little girl, whose gender be

fondly supposed would preclude a continuation of heroic reproduction and
said, "Name tliis child." "Mary Stonewall Jackson Lee," came the response
that set the congregation in a roar,
while the Union parson thought he had
held In his arms the whole Southern

Confederacy.

Herrmann

and Κ e liar.

Professor Herrmann, the
magician, was i>osseseed not only of
great strength in his hands, but of
such skill as would enable him to perform apparent feats of strength which
would be ii»(K>ssible to a far stronger
The late

man.

His greatest feat along this Une was
to place two packs of cards together
and tear them across.
A friend of his, going Into a cafe
with Herrmann, met another friend
who was accompanied by a quiet looking man with a big mustache.
The four sat down together, and
Herrmann was at length induced to
tear two packs of cards In half.
"That," said his admiring friend, "is
something no other man alive can da"
The quiet man with the mustache

coolly picked up the torn packs and
tore the halved sections into quarter
sections.
Then, as the rest glared amazedly at
him, he remarked:
"I forgot to mention my name Is

Kellar."
It was Herrmann's foremost rival in
the sleight of hand business.
llotli l'on»»· In Ilottle·.
The father was testing his little boy'·
knowledge of the story of Noah, which
he had carefully rehearsed. The boy
had been thinking hard, and his answer to the lirst question showed that
he had at least the virtue of original-

ity.

"Now," saw papa, "cuii jou u.u um
how Noah knew that the waters had

gone down?"
The boy hesitated α minute, as If
seeking for proper words to express
himself; then he said:
"Noah knew the waters had gone
down because the dove came back
bringing him a pickle."
Olives and pickles were synonymous
terms in the small boy's mind for
things which come in bottles and
which he did not like.
Jnclcaon'a Self Control.
On the morning of the flrst battle
of Winchester Dr. Hunter McGulre,
Stouewall Jackson's medical director,
said to him: "General, 1 have some
Will you take a
very flue brandy.

drink?"

Jackson replied, "No; I thank you."
McGuire answered, "Don't you like
It?"
"Yes," replied Jackson; "I like it too
That is the reason I do not
well.

drink it"
An impressive exhibition of his self
control that was Puritan la Its self

abnegation.

Vaccinated Before Wedded.
In Brazil parents and guardians b<y
fore consenting to the marriage of
their charges require a medical certlflcato from the bride or bridegroom
certifying that he or she has been vac-

cinated.
In Norway and Sweden before any
couple can be legally married certificates must be produced showing that
both bride and bridegroom have been

duly vaccinated

Find· Profit In Η la Good

Daed.

Greene—After all, Sllmset Is good at
heart lie prevailed upon the boys to
give up smoking for a week and to
give the money they would have spent
for cigars and tobacco to old Derby to
get him a suit of clothes.
Yes; when Derby has any
Gray
clothes, he always buys them at Slimset's store.—Boston Transcript

Scott's Emulsion is the
means of life and of the enjoyment of life of thousands of
men, women and children.
Two of a Kind.
To the men Scott's Emul"I'm a plain, everyday business man,"
sion gives the flesh and said Merltt "and·I am nothing If not
practical Miss Wisely, will you be
strength so necessary for the my
wife?"
cure of consumption and the
"I admire your frankness, Mr. Her·
itt" replied the fair object of his afrepairing of body losses from fections,
"because I am inclined to be
disease.
any wasting
rather matter of fact myself. Hour
For women Scott's Emul- much are you worth?"
sion croes this and more. It is
On tfc· Sarface.
a most sustaining food and
It Is true that a sneering face often
tonic for the special trials that hides a smiling heart but It Is equally
true that a smiling face often covsn
women have to bear.
heart Which of these men
To children Scott's Emul- ais sneering
the most fit to live. Judged by the
sion gives food and strength happiness he diffuses? It Is the sur·
for growth of flesh and bone face of things with which we come In
For pale girls, contact after all.—New York News.
and blood.
for thin and sickly boys Scott's
Ho Retmra.
Emulsion is a great help.
Tea," said the cynical codger, "tt la
—

Send tor free sample.

βΟΟΤΤ & BOWNE, Chemists.

New York.
40Θ-4Ι5 Pearl Street.
60e. and Sl.OOs all drugglsta.

mighty easy to trade your reputation
for money, but you're up agalnat It
[when you try to trade back."—Battmore Herald.

TIE OXFORD BEAKS.

ÛST A BL19HK1) ItSM.
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THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK

PARIS HILL.
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Baptist Church, Bev. H. H. Btabop,
Preaching every Sunday at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at lJ M. Sabbath evening Ser
vice at 7 JO p. m. Prayer Meeting Thuraday
evening at 7 âO p. U.
Unlvenallat Church, Kev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Preaching nervloe every Sunday at 11 ▲. κ.
Sunday School at 12 κ.
lint
Pastor.

ATWOOD A FORBB8,
Proprietor·.
A. C. FOMJUW.

tilOMI M. ATWOOD.

IKJUU
®1J0 ft year If paid strictly In advance
Otherwise #i>0 » year. Single copie· t oenta

■

I

era.

'os Puiiituo.-—New type, fast presses, mean
power, experienced workm η and low prtcei
com bine to make this department of our bual
ness complete and popular.

COMING EVENTS.
17,1*.—Oxford County teachers'convention
Norway.
Universalis! »iate Sunday Schoo
Oct. a, SI
convention. Mechanic Kails.
Oct.

Oct. ti. Si, M.—Annual convention of Maln<
State Sunday School Association, Fanning
ton.

meeting Oxford I'nlver
salUt Association, South Varie.
Nov. 4, 5, ti.—Annual meeting of Maine Stat«
I'ouioloK'Ical Society, Farmlngton.

Oct. 2S. 10.—Annual

ADVEKTISEMKNTS.

WHITTKMORE DISTRICT.

II. I). Tuttle was up from Auburn the
4th.
A. O. Wheeler has sold three of his
thoroughbred Ayrshire calves this fall,
at North
one goiug to Saunders Bros,
Waterford, one to II. K. Farris, Mechanic
Falls, and one to parties at Hartford.
There is a big demand for Ayrshire stock
Mr. Wheeler has two
at fancy prices.

Hood's Sarsa|>arllla.
Coats aad Furs.

Lamps.

Kuldiers for Bourn-log
Fashionable Millinery.
«■loves for Men.
NoticeWash Boilers 6S> cents.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Now Is the Time.
To Let.

Boys

ANENT THE COAL STRIKE.
The une definite development of the
past few days hits been the proposition
of President Roosevelt to 1'resident
Mitchell of the miners' union, that the
men shall return to work, and he (President Roosevelt) will appoint a commission to investigate the questions at issue
between the operators and the miners,
and will "do all within his power to obtain a settlement of those questions in
accordance with the report of the commission." This offer, in accordance with
the vote of the local unions, President
Mitchell has jmsitively declined, though
in courteous terms which contrast favorably with the arrogant deliverances of the
railroad presidents at the conference of
the preceding Friday.

*

the Oxford County peach
is not confined to Parie Hill. Some
of the beet peaches we have seen were
raised by Prof. William E. Sargent,
principal of llebron Academy, in hie
garden at Hebron.
William L. Perham and family returned to their New York home Saturday,
and the Perham house here in closed for
the winter.
Mrs. Van Sickle of New York has
come to make her home with her cousin,
Miss Ellen C. Ford.
Old Brick is closed for the winter, and
Mr. and Mrs. Brown are at the Hubbard
House, where they expect to remain for
two or three months.
Arthur E. Forbes, Mrs. J. S. Burbank,
Mrs. O. A. Thayer and Mrs. E. G. Harlow have been chosen delegates from
the I'niversaliet Sunday School to the
state Sunday School convention at Mechanic Falls next week.

Evidently

crop

auTUTiSBMKjrrt:— AU legal advertisement
are given three consecutive laaertlon· for ·1 Λ 1
per Inch to length of column. Special contract!
mad· with local, transient and yearly advertl·

NEW

IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

Editor· ud

cows, two

2-year-olds, and

a

yearling

bull which girths ϋ feet. All are registered stock.
Hoy Curtis of South Paris was in this
district cutting corn last week.

FRYE8URG.
Miss Jennie Evaus has gone back to
Portland after spending several weeks at
her brother Samuel's.
Miss Fay of Lowell, who has been at
the Oxford most of the summer, and
Mrs. Marion Barrows, left on Tuesday.
They will spend the winter in Brooklyn,
Χ. V.. where Miss Alice Barrows teaches
iu Packer Institute.
J. S. Barrows went back to Boston on

Tuesday.

Mrs. Frank Osgood is in quite poor
health.
Mrs. Mary Webster Smith of Napa
Valley, Wash., is at Mr. Chas. Smith's
and will visit friends and relatives here
and in the vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williams of
I'eabodv, Mass.. have been at his uncle's.
Mr. Albert Filield's.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Warren are away
on a trip to New York.
Mrs. Κ. II. Turner of Portland, an invalid who has been at Mr. Wm. Gordon's
during the summer, is at present quite
low with little prospect of rallying.
Edward L. Osgood of Hopedale, Mass.,
has been nominated for senator in the
Massachusetts legislature by the Republicans of the 5th Worcester senatorial

"The man on the street" is very likely
to express to you the opinion that if
Mitchell had acceded to this request, he
would have done "a sreat thing," both
for himself and for the miners. But let
us look at the miners' side of it. If they
go back to work as proposed, they give
up the position which they have gained
by tive months of the strike, to receive
in exchange only the uncertain hope of
what the president may be able to do
for them. Of course they "scored" distinctly in the conference with the railroad presidents, and have undoubtedly
secured the sympathy of a large portion
of the public, but that is of little practical value in the present situation. Presi- district.
dent Roosevelt was unquestionably in
LOVELL.
earnest in his offer, and would have disThe Oxford
Sunday School
played his matchless energy in doing "all Association heldCounty
a session at the Chriswithin his power" to brin^j about a setat Center Lovell, Thursday.
tlement. Yet about all that he could do tian church
a good attendance and the
would be to make public the facts and There was
exercises were interesting ami helpful.
bring moral pressure to bear upon the
President Brooks and Secretary Toi man
operators. What such pressure would were
preseut, as were Kev. Messrs. Muiu
accomplish may be surmised from the
Mason and Pinkham, with I)ea. G.
matter and manner of the operators' re- son,
B. Crockett and Miss Chambers, besides
ply to President Roosevelt. They brook the local
clergymen. Dinner and supno interference with what is their own
per were served by the people of the
business.
church at the town house, and as usual
on such occasions, were abundant and
With all due deference to the wisdom much enjoyed.
of those who would patch up some temE. C. Andrews shot a deer one day
porary truce between the parties, on this week. As he was coming from his
political considerations or any other way, work at Slab City there were four standso that tht* people may get their winter's
ing near the place where the house of J.
coal, it is respectfully submitted that H. Fox was burned. Having his ritle he
such arrangement is bad policy in the shot one. They have been seen in large
lon£ run, for everybody, including the numbers about here.
The corn shop has closed as far as
public. No temporary arrangement,
please, that is likely to rupture at any packing is concerned.
moment, but let us freeze a little while
Nettie O. Andrews and Mrs. Harold
longer, and give the situation a chant e Andrews go Saturday to Lawrence and
will
to evolve some settlement which
Boston, respectively.
endure for a few years at least.
Rev. C. F. Sargent began his labors
with the Lovell church, Sunday.
THE UNSPEAKABLE TURK
The next session of Union CongregaMr. Hay Stannard Baker, the well- tional Conference will be held with the
known magazinist, has lately contributed church at
Fryeburg, Oct. 29 and 30.
to The Outlook two article» on cona
trained
seen
ditions in Turkey as
WEST BETHEL.
by
observer. Tbe following is his descripIrving Hutchinson brought home a
tion of the state of affairs in the Turkish drove of cattle this week. Got them at
post office, and of Turkish backwardness Albany.
Work is going slowly on the dam as
generally:
The Turk suspects everybody and help is scarce.
Lumbermen are getting ready for the
everything, and no private act, no seclusion. is safe from his iutrusion.
Every woods but it seems hard to get help.
is
at
office
telegram sent from the public
No
EAST HEBRON.
once reported to the authorities.
one can safely send a letter by the TurkChangeable weather and severe colds
ish post unless he is willing to have it are the general topic of conversation.
Sherman Sawyer has commenced work
opened and read, and take the chances of
having it confiscated if the censor finds for Byron Bridgham of Minot.
Almon I. Haskell is at work on teleanything that can be twisted into an insult to Mohammedanism. As a result of phone poles on the academy route.
this condition and the inability of forThe new school house is boarded and
eigners residing in Turkey to communi- is progressing tinely, giving the scholars
with
their
friends,
with
cate
much joy that the present term of school
any certainty
some of the great European nations have now nearly finished will be their last in
established post offices of their own ic the old house.
Turkish cities, in which they employ
II. Λ. Record is packing apples for II.
only Europeans, use their own stamps, N. Merrill and John Freeman is buildand watch their mail bags uutil they in·; an addition to Π. A. Record's ice
pass beyond the prying eyes of the house, hen house and shed.
Turks. In Salonika there are no fewer
Rev. L. D. Tibbetts and wife, Mr. and
than tive post offices—British, Austrian, Mrs. II. G. Shaw and son, Lowell Shaw,
in
Conand
Servian
went
to North Pond and Basin Falls last
Turkish;
French,
stantinople, six. If one wishes to be Tuesday and enjoyed their excursion
sure of his mail, he must inquire at four greatly.
of them at least; and if he really wants
Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts left on Wedto have his letters reach their destination, nesday for their home at Small Point.
he must send them through some post
Lewis Record of Bucktield is calling
office other than Turkish. For the rea- the attention of his neighbors to the
sure
be
cannot
son that the authorities
somewhat peculiar method of hedgehogs
of a complete knowledge of all the con- gathering apples upon his place. There
versation that might pass, the telephone is a tree of sweet apples near his house
lias been excluded from the Empire; and which they climb to get apples. When
no Turkish city is electrically
lighted the apple» are too far off to reach, they
because, it is said, the officials discover- gnaw off the branch, some of them as
ed the word dynamo in the applications large as a man's linger, getting the fruit
for the necessary contracts, and, dynamo from the ground.
It is the work of
suggesting dynamite, the official Turk hedgehogs a» their quills have been
So all Turkey found on the ground.
was paralyzed with fear!
is still candle-lighted, or at best lampChurch service commences next Sablighted. Whatever is Turkish in Turkey bath at 11 o'clock. Endeavor meets on
is sure to bo out of order, disorganized, Thursday evening at 7:30, instead of
dirty; whatever is foreign is, by contrast, 10:30 Sabbath morning.

well-kept.

PROGRESS

OF TOPOGRAPHIC
PING OP MAINE.

MAP-

The

poles

erected.

EAST BETHEL.
for the telephone have been

Mrs. lone Holt and Mrs. S. J. Perry
have returned home to Massachusetts.
SURVEYED.
Mrs. Sarah Kimball has been visiting
relatives here.
Mrs. S. E. Rich from Auburn has
A recent report by the Topographic
moved into Miss Helen Bartlett's rent in
Branch of the United States Geological
this place.
Survey, under H. M. Wilson, geographer,
Mr. D. W. Cole attended the G. A. R.
to Prof. Leslie A. Lee, chairman of the
at Washington, D. C., the
Maine Survey Commission, shows the encampment
week.
in
sur- past
is
made
the
which
being
progress
Mr. Orman Farwell, while feeding to
vey of the State by the United States cut
had his left hand caught
Geological Survey in co-operation with and ensilage,
so badly mangled that amputation
the State. The work as reported was
of two fingers and thumb was necessary.
principally in the region surrounding
Anson, in Somerset County, where in
DENMARK.
twenty days 115 square miles were
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray attended
mapped, 4W miles of spirit levels and 160
miles of road traverse were run, and the fair at Cisco, Wednesday and Thursbench marks and other elevations were day.
The many friends of Mrs. A. F. Bradestablished. The work was under the
bury, who has been very sick, will be
charge of W. H. Lovell, topographer.
Another party, uuder E. L. McNair, glad to learn that there is a change for
topographer, extended primary trian- the better and hopes for her recovery are
gulation over tbe middle counties of the very strong.
The corn canning season closed here
state. The data thus collected will be
embodied in topographic maps to be Thursday with about 145,000 to its
credit.
issued later by the Government.
Mr. L. A. Ingalls is sinking slowly
There was a king once who upbraided away.
hie courtiers for paying excessive atMr. Geo. Dealy seat nine young men to
tention to ceremony. "Your Majesty," Harrison, Thursday, from here to help
that
a
you husk corn at the shop of Burnham A*
courtier, "forgets
replied
yourself are only a ceremony.'' This is Morrill.
The first heavy frost of the season,
practically the text of the article which
W. T. Stead contributes to The Cosmo- Thursday night, Oct. 9.
politan for October on the real signifiMr. Stead
cance of the Coronatiou.
MASON.
throws an interesting light on the King's
Mr. Ben Skillings and wife of Harrison
habits of life and mental attitude toward
are visiting at their daughter's, Mr.
his subjects and compares the state of
Arthur Tyler's.
democracy in Great Britain with the
Quite a number went from here witli
democracy of the United States. Even teams
to North Waterford to move the
those who do not altogether agree with
to Gilead.
Mr. Stead's conclusions always find him merry-go-round
Mrs. Douglas Cuahiug le visiting at
interesting as a writer, and "The Coro- North Waterford.
nation and its Significance" is no exMr. Addison Bean has not found a
ception to the rule.
place to suit yet.
the
of
convention
Apple buyer* are plenty but prices
The national
Woman's Christian Temperance Union small.
Mr. Addison Bean la on the sick list,
will be held in Portland, Oct 17-22. The
Gib Bean from Albany was In town
sessions will be held in the Jetfersou
OVEK

100 sqlAHE MILES NEAK AN&ON

Theatre.

BETHEL.
Mr. Clark Roberts is manager of Prospect Inn dniing the absence of landlord
Lord who is spending a short time in
Boston.
Miss Lillian Stearns1 millinery opening
Oct. 3 and 4, was well attended and there
was an attractive display of millinery
and fancy goods.
Many of our music loving people attended the Maine Music Festival.
A bear weighing 500 lbs. was shipped
at Bethel depot to Locke's Mills for Mr.
Owen Demeritt who shot it in Newry.
Mrs. Mary Chase, of Bluehill, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. A. £. Herrick.
Mrs. Lillian Tnie Bryant, wife of Dr.
Bert Bryant, of Bangor, is visiting her
sisters, Mrs. J. G. Gehring and Miss
Mary True.
The remains of Mr. Chester Coolidge,
who died in Aiken, Minn., have arrived
in Bethel to be taken to Upton tojbe interred in the family lot.
Friday evening, the 1\ P. S. C. E. entertained the young people at Garland
Chapel, and a very pleasant social even-

obi

day this wsek.

ing

was

spent.

Mrs. Ο. M. Mason and Mr*. C. Bisbee
represented the Bethel Federation of
Clubs at the State Federation which met
in Lewieton Oct. 8-10.
Miss Isabel Shirley has returned to
Bethel for a few days and after the close
of the National Convention of the W. C.
T. U. will return to her home in Brooklyn, Ν. Y., accompanied by her father,
Mr. Geo. H. Shirley.
The annual fair and supper of the M.
E. society will be held Thursday afternoon and evening.
Fancy articles as
well as useful will be for sale in the
afternoon, and a supper will be served at
six o'clock which will be followed by an
entertainment.
Tuesday evening the ladies of the
Universalist society will serve their annual chicken pie supper.
Miss Annie Turner lias returned as
head milliner in Miss Burnham's store,
and an opening of millinery and fancy
goods will be held Wednesday and
Thursday to which the ladies are cordially invited. Whether you wish to
make purchases or not, you will be welcome.

A very heavy frost Saturday morning
hastened the apple pickers to work.

GREENWOOD.
It seems just a little out of place to
talk about haying at this late day, the
ttth of October, but there are several
meadows still uncut about here and only
a week ago there was a load of English
hay cocked up in the field. Such neglect
look* wasteful to say the least.
As late as it is there are many (lowers
in the garden yet untouched by the
frost and a few blackberries are still
left.
If every guu iired in the woods means
the death of a partridge or deer, then
those two kinds of game must be among
the extinct species in a short time. The
game killed in and near the corn tield
amounted to three skunks, four hedgehogs and several squirrels. The coons
did not go in for their share as they
usually do.
Sweet corn came the nearest being a
total failure that it ever has since corn
canning was first invented. The man
who worked the retorts at Oxford, reports 000,000 cans put up last year,
against 120,1*00 this year.
We were glad to meet our old friend
from Hartford, John Ford, the other
day, but sorry to find him so nearly used
np in consequence of a shock received
three years ago. Mr. Ford is stopping at
the hotel at Bryant's Pond, where his
wife and daughter are now at work.
And while there we had a very pleasant interview with a gentleman from
Bucktield, and a near relative of the able
poetess, Isa Gertrude Whitman, lie related quite a number of interesting incidents, among others the fact that there
are now living in that town two persons,
a son and a daughter of a
revolutionary
soldier. Possibly there are others still
in
this
if
and
living
so, there are
county,
those beside our humble self who would
like to know it.
Some time ago E. W. Penley bought
two sheep and one buck lamb, owned on
the Bennett place. One night last week
the barking of two dogs was heard in
the pasture and soon after one of the
sheep and also the lamb were found
dead, and to all appearances a square
meal taken out of each one.
And now
Mr. Penley expects the state to walk up
and settle the bill according to agreement.
And, furthermore, if those two
dogs could bo identified there would be
that number less to kill sheep in the
future.
ΟγΙΥAIN I

KUINU.

Edwin Andrews and Dell Cole, our
until carrier, removed tho spite fence on
Wednesday morning which was put tip
at the end of the post office, obscuring
the light of three windows, three years
ago. Everybody remarks on the improvement it makes in the office and
congratulate the postmaster and assistant that they are in the land of civilization again. Mr. Andrews has a crew of
carpenters at work on tho house he purchased of Mrs. En Earle, putting a
piazza on the front of the house and
building an ell on the end next to the
post office. He will also have running
water put into the house.
As soon as
the house is completed Mr. Andrews
and family will occupy it.
The Sunday School convention on
Wednesday was well represented by
those who were interested in the work
from away, but not very well attended by
the home people. From Norway there
Kideout and Rev. Mr.
were Kev. Mr.
Cotton; from South Paris Kev. Mesers.
Pottle, Pink ham and Brooks, and Deacon George B. Crockett.
Rev. Mr. Munson of Bucktield and State Superintendent
Mason. Mrs. Ira Jordan of Bethel was
also present, and many others whom we
are unable to mention.
Those who attended reported a very interesting meet-

ing.

Mrs.

Mamie

Crockett

sick, but is gaining slowly.

is

still

very

Mrs. Bessie Billings gave birth to a
of last week. The child is
dead and Mrs. Billings is very low, but
hopes are entertained of her recovery at
this writing.
Mrs. Lena Meader Cummings gave birth to a boy on Tuesday.
The child did not live. Mrs. Cummings
is doing as well as could be expected.
Mr. and Mrs. Mont Chase and Alden
Chase, 2nd, went to Dix field to tho fair

boy Friday

on

Thursday.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson went to
Boston on a visit the first of the week.
Mrs. Etta Day attended the music
festival at Portland last week.
Mrs. Lalia Estes went to Norway on

Tuesday

on

a

shopping trip.

Mrs. James Bowker had a bad heart
epell on Tuesday afternoon, and has not
recovered her usual health at this writ-

ing.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jordan of Oxford visited Mrs. Jordan's grandparents
recently, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Hill, and
also visited Mrs. Jordan's aunt, Mrs.
Edwin Cole.
Our village schools aro in session and
taught by Miss Dunn, grammar department, Miss Alico Lovejoy, primary de-

partment.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mann spent last
week at the Marshall camp with Mr. and
Mrs. John Marshall.
Mrs. Ida En Earle has had a nice
monument erected on her lot in Lake-

Bide Cemetery.

WEST SUMNER.
J. J. Abbott, who has been quite sick,
is much better.
Louia C. West of Massachusetts was in
town Wednesday last week.
Cord wood has been moetly bought up
Ε. I.
in this section at various prices.
Brown of East Sumner had 1500 cords of
dry wood.
J. A. Tuell isetill doing a large business in his bakery, having large sales in
the surrounding villages.
Roy Pulsifer of Lynn, Mass., has been
He has
»t Oscar Swift's a few days.
quite a large orchard here. He sold his
apples to Walter Chandler.
Mrs. Oscar Swift has been visiting in
Massachusetts for two or three weeks.
Albion Bonney of Auburn, Me., is vis-

iting friende and relatives here.

EAST WATERFORD.
as well.
His
brothers have returned to their work
tnd his wife's brother, Chester Brown,
'rom New Hampshire, is here.
Alton Ames of Machias is at home for

Edgar S. Keen is not

t

fortnight.

Pride Brothers found one of a pair of
i rearling steer· dead in the pasture. It
iraa thought he was hit by a stray bul1 et.

BUCKFIELD.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Tattle have recent-

Ktek la m Int.

HIRAM.
Mr. Elias Gould is very sick.
Mr. Wm. G. Spring, son of

Capt.
ly been visiting friends in Massachusetts.
died ic
The corn packing has been going on. Alpheus and Sarah C. L. Spring,
senile
β
of
Oct.
A. small quantity, but larger than was Togus Military Asylum,
dementia, aged 73 years. He served as
anticipated earlier.
Maine
the
23rd
lieutenant
in
Regiment.
Dr. Henry Ulrich and wife of PhiladelHe was a native of Hiram, and lone a
phia are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Timothy citizen of
Fryeburg. He leaves a widow,
Lunt, parents of Mrs. Ulrich.
H. Cole, and
C. R. Whitten of Angusta has been in a daughter of Hon. David
His remains were
town visiting his mother and hunting. a son and daughter.
interred Wednesday in Hiram.
He returned to his home Sunday.
Rev. Madison K. Mabry and wife of
The work of clearing up the express
Turner are visiting friends in Hiram
rum shops along the line goes steadily
Sheriff Warren and Justice Parsons where he was born and resided &8 years.
du.
doing a good work.
A new dressmaker, a Mrs. Cole, has
taken rooms over C. H. Tuttle's store.
Georgia and Laura Dean have been
risking friends in Paris recently.
A missionary dinner came off at the
Baptist church Friday.
Since it has been the custom from
time immemorial to place a boy or the
feeble folk on the hay mow to take away
the hay for the stronger man to pitch off
the same, we have a case showing the impropriety of the custom. An old man
?oing up into the roof of a barn to take
iway the hay in a hot day, when he came
iown he condemned the hay fork in unare

measured terms, winding up by saying
J— the hay fork, to save two men's work
rod kill the third one.
We picked up a partridgo with a
broken neck a few days since beside our
ioor. It was warm and doubtless tlew
low striking the house.
The store occupied by C. H. Tuttle,
Lizzie Allen owner, is being painted.
T. S. Biidgham is moving and renovating the hotel stable.
Mrs. Betsey Ilersey and daughter Fannie have moved from High Street to Mrs.
Mersey's rent known as the Ledee house.
Mrs. Washburn, who has been to Boston for medical
treatment, returned
liome Monday.
II. D. Irish and wife have gone to Boston, Mrs. Irish for medical treatment.
Chas. P. Buck of Traverse City, Mich.,
rod Bess Caldwell are to be married
Monday, Oct. 13, and leave for Mr.
Buck's home.
Aunt Rachel Turner, mother of Mrs.
Abel Irish, and her brother, Russell
Pratt, are children of a Revolutionary
wldier. also Mrs. Blake Keen, over the
line in Sumner, is another. I have heretofore given their lineage. So much for
Oxford County.
Armstrong Gerrish has moved from
liis farm into the rent vacated by Mrs.

HARTFORD.
The daughter of Mr. Webber is very
ill and goes to the hospital this week at
Lewiston.
Amos Purkis and W. H. Allen report a
nice time at the lakes last week and
came home loaded with trout.
Winchester,
Harry Bicknell from
Mass., visited his parents last week.
Ward Mclntire has sold his full blooded bull to Arthur Purkis at a good round

price.

MAINE NEWS NOTES.

The fair season is not
sham fair this week.

yet closed. Top-

Kent's Hill Seminary gets $10,000 in
the will of the late Frank Jones of Portsmouth, Ν. H., who was a trustee of the
institution.
The

annual

meeting

of

the

Grand Lodge of Good Templars

at West Kennebunk last week.
ports show a membership of
slight loss during the year.

Maine
held
The re-

5,000,

a

William Ellsworth of Greene, tho old
who set fire to the Greene town
farm buildings two weeks since, died in
the jail at Auburn Saturday morning.
Ile had been failing ever since his arrest.
man

Burglars blew the safe in the Patten
post office Tuesday morning, and secured about $1000 in checks and money.

The residents of the place were awakened by the explosion, but the burglars
got away without leaving any flue.

A young man in Bath, after having
trouble with his wife, attempted suicide
with a revolver, but his aim was poor
and the first bullet struck in his left
wrist, causing so much pain that ho lost
his courage and gave up the attempt.

Although

Ivory

Brown.
In the Supreme Court at Auburn, WilMr. Fred Farnham is in town.
liam St. Clair pleaded guilty of attemptMr. George Blake is soon to move into ing to vote illegally in Lewiston at the
liis house in this village, known as the state election, and was sentenced to three
5im Eaton house.
months in jail. St. Clair attempted to
vote under different names in three difAMOOVFB
ferent wards of the city but was detected
The Congregational church was closed
each time.
ast Sunday.
The pastor, Kev. Mr.
The vacancy in the office of deputy
Xext Sunday
Water worth, is away.
morning, Oct. 1ft, he will give his reasons secretary of state, caused by the death
The in- of Hon. Sumner J. Chadbourne, has
for tendering his resignation.
quisitive will be there and they are been filled by tho appointment of Arthui
I. Brown of Belfast. Mr. Brown is the
many.
The fair passed off all right. Quite a presont postmaster of Belfast and is a
quantity of liquor was seized. Sheriff member of the Republican state comKlliott found ISO pints and took both mittee for the county of Waldo.
liquor and man. Constable Jordan
Tho murderous assault upon Mrs.
seized 41 pint* and two fellows are now
Littlefield in the town of Penobscot some
in jail for their folly.
two weeks since is explained by the confession of Guy Grindle, a boy of 17. He
HEBRON
cannot
give any motive, but says ho had
Mrs. Jane Barrows of Boston is with
been drinking, and acted upon impulse.
Mrs. Howe.
Miss Grace Grindle had not borne a specially good
Herbert Bowman and
but was never regarded as
Bumpue were at home from Poland over reputation,
vicious or criminally disposed.

Sunday.

Mrs. Dr. Sturtevant and little daughter. Blandine, spent Sunday with Mrs. J.
D. Sturtevant, who returnod with them
:o

Dixfield, Monday.

Fred Sturtevant has a pair of handsome, well-matched calves and proposes
to have a yoke of oxen in time.
Marshall Brothers and Alton nibbs are
loing quite a business with their ensiage cutter among farmers who have
iilos.

possible
ïusy

to

get

a

for
time.

man

applo-picking
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FAST SUMNER.
The post office has been moved into
postmaster Palmer's new building.
Corn packing closed up at the Mi not
Packing Co.'s shops on Thursday. The
>ut-put was much larger than expected
tnd from 150,000 to 200,000 cans were
>ut up.
The Sunday School convention hold
iere on Tuesday was fairly attended and
rery interesting. Corn packing prevent>d many in this place from attending.
Mr. Melvin 11. Ricker and wife of
>omerville, Mass., have been visitiug
riends in this vicinity.
Apple picking is now on and the crop
vill pay for harvesting this year.

DICKVALE.
Mildred Tracy, who has been quite ill
s now convalescent.
Miss Marion Kowe has been quite ill
>f late.
This placo was well represented at the
Hxiiold fair. And those who exhibited,
arried off their share of the premiums.
There is lots of harvesting to be done
ret on accouut of the wet weather.
NEWRY.

C. A. Baker, formerly of this town,
>ut for a number of years a resident of
Jethuen, Mass., is negotiating for the
turchase of the Ëames farm and mill, on
iunday River. It is very desirable
jroperty and is the childhood homo of
tirs. Baker, to whom no other place
vould seem so dear.
North Nowry Circle met at Mrs.
ilortier Thurston's Thursday afternoon.
I picnic supper was greatly onjoyed and
pleasant evening spent with music,
onversation, and merry games.
Miss Effie Thurston and her brother,
iay, are at Bates College, and Wade
s at Bethel, attending school.

Clarence E. Lombard of Guilford wa>
accidentally shot and killed while hunt
Ho and others
ing, Sunday, the 5th.
had sat down to rest, when one of his
companions dropped his gun off his
The gun
knees where he had laid it.
was discharged, the
charge striking
Lombard in the forehead and causing
almost instant death. Lombard was 44
years old and loaves a widow and four
I-(Hill 1 ULI.

Id the Supreme Court at Farmingtori
Herbert E. Holbrook of Wilton
was found guilty of murder in the second degree in shooting his wife on the
Stth of September. The defence was insanity, and Dr. Sanborn of the state insane hospital testified that in his opinion
Holbrook was irresponsible on the day
the deed was done. Holbrook is subject
to epileptic fits. He was sentenced to
state prison for life.

Friday,

Leon L. Lord of Portland was fatally
wounded by the accidental discharge of
a shot gun Sunday, the 5th, and died a
few hours later. With several companions he was gunning at Highland Lake,
and while he was standing in the doorway of a farm house, leaning upon the
muzzle of his gun, one of the young
ladies of the house brushed by him and
her skirts caught on the hammer of the
gun and raised it far enough to discharge
the weapon. Some of the shot penetrated his lung.

The Kennebec Journal says that all the
ice houses of the American Ice Co. in
this state will be emptied before the
river closes for the winter. The shortage of coal in the big cities where artificial ice is made is being felt by the
manufacturers and the natural commodity is in demand. Orders have been received from the headquarters of the company to hasten the shipment of all the
ice in Maine as rapidly as possible. Vessels have been chartered within a day or
two with a total capacity of 4000 tons
and they are expected in the river Monday or Tuesday. Others will be chartered at once, and the balance of the stock
on hand, which now aggregates about
will
200,000 tons,
undoubtedly be
shipped away before the end of October.
With empty houRes the prospect of an
increased cut next winter is very promis-

ing.

HERE AND THERE.

of the principals.
He was one of a party at a banquet
tendered to the mabarujab of Patlala,
at which nearly a hundred guests, representing nearly every branch of Indian life, were present. As a special
guest he was seated on the left of the
was one

Indian potentate.

During the meal be noticed that the
latter partook of some fine Cumberland bam, and, knowing that it was
contrary to the Indian caste rules to
eat any portion of a pig, he without a
thought asked bis highness bow it was

he was eating ham.
The maharajah looked at his plate,
then, turning round to his body servant
standing at the back of bis chair, said:
"What am I eating?"
The servant Instantly replied:
"Mutton, saklb." And without referring to the Incident again the maha-

rajnb continued bis meal.
After the banquet the Englishman
related the incident to an Indian Judge,

and the latter said:
"If that servant had said 'ham,' he
would have been headless before toIt is advisable not
morrow morning.
to notice caste rules when you are with
natives of rank."—Pearson's.

was

four rural delivery routes
now start from the narrieon post office,
Ilersey.
and it is
Alfred Holland has moved into R. C. tho people are not yet satisfied
stated that petitions are being circulated
Thomes' Gardner rent.
for a fifth to run through tho northerly
RROWNFIPIO
part of Bridgton and a portion of WaterMr. Jacob Hatch is making extensive ford.
repairs on hi· buildings.
As the outcome of the sandbagging of
The repair made 011 the parsonage by Mrs. Sarah Knowles near Harding's
the pastor, Rev. Mr. Cameron, are quite station some two weeks ago, James A.
in improvement to the looks of the vil- Sanford of West Bath and James Richie
lage as well as to the houso itself.
of Brunswick were arrested last woek,
Mrs. Blauche Linscott Colo and baby, and after a hearing were bound over in
Harold, of Weston, Mass., who have been tho sum of $1000.
stopping with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
It is reported that President Roosevelt
Reuben Linscott, have returned to their
contemplates calling upon a formel
liome.
Mrs. Jennie Bean Loighton of Stroud- Maine man to assist in the construction
F. Π. Clerguo's
water was in the village Sunday, calling of the isthmian canal.
operations at Sault Ste. Marie are high
jn friends and relatives.
of
his
executive
evidence
ability in the
Mrs. Brown of Parsonsfîeld is visiting
matter of large enterprises.
Mr. and Mrs.
fier

grandparents,

An Englishman who baa juft returned from an extensive tour through
the east tells a good story In which he

Laukh and Live.

Prince Jerome Napoleon was fond of
telling the story of ills scheme during
the Crimean war by which he kept up
The French
the spirits of his men.
army wus losing dally lurge numbers
of men through the ravages of the
cholera. Marshal Cunrobert sent the
order to Prince Jerome that be should
move his division to Varna. Jerome is-

sued murcbing orders and added: "Seek
out in every regiment all the actors,
comedians, clowns, conjurers and en-

I will personally arrange
a performance and present prizes to
During the
the best entertainer."
whole of the retreat these performances took place for the edification of
Prince Jerome Is not
the division.
tertainers.

famous for any remarkable military
triumphs, but this one act must at
least be

put

to his

credit,

for It was

undoubtedly due to this method of
cheering up his men that his division

could boast a death roll at least three
times as small as that of any other.
These performances were the forerunner of the now famous Zouave theater
in the Crimea.
Uetowklni by Hand.

Making lace by hand Is a well developed art In Paraguay. It was taught
the natives 200 years ago by the missionaries and has been transmitted
till It is
now quite general throughout the republic. Some towns are devoted to
making a certain kind of lace. In one
from generation to

generation

town of 6,000 or 9,000 Inhabitants almost nil the women and children and
many of the men make lace collarettes,
Anhandkerchiefs and ladies' ties.
other town makes lace embroidery and
others drawn thread work, such as
centerpieces, try mates, teacluths and
doilies. The designs used In making
the lace are taken frAi the curious
webs of the semitroplcal spiders that
On this acare so numerous there.
count It is called "nanduti," an Indian
name

which means spider web.
Brav· Men.

Persians In general are not supposed
to be the bravest people In the world,
but even In Persia the Inhabitants of
Kaehan, a mercantile city, are notorious for their lack of a warlike spirit
Their pusillanimity lias passed into α
proverb and given rise to many stories.
One of the best of these Is that when
Nadir Shah disbanded his army on Its
return from India the 30,000 men belonging to Kashan and Its sister city
of Ispahan applied for an escort of 100
musketeers to see them safely home.
Had

Seen One.

Dan Leno, the English comedian,
told of appearing before a ewell London audience at tbe house of a lord.
The languor of bis listeners made him
feel not too happy, and he was glad to
retire to the dressing room allotted
While he was removing the
him.
grease paint a very young peer, who
hud strolled after him, stood watching
the process. He told Leno in the most
approved druwl that some of his say-

reolly been rather funny, "especially that one, you know, where
your wife made a pancake on a gridiron and the pancake slipped through
and put the Are out. That made me
laugh awfully, because 1 know what
1 have seen one."
a gridiron is.
ings had

Belief* About the Earth.

Newton, the great Sir Isaac,surmised,
although he could give no reason for
the conclusions he had reached, that
in tbe course of time the earth would
become perfectly dry. Others, mostly
De Verne, Professor Δ. L. Hamilton
and tbe younger Lysander. all believed
that eventually the earth would be-

dry as tbe proverbial chip.
Even in thin day and age the theory
has many adherents.
come as

Sweet

Innocenee.

He—I never saw anything like this
Here I've been pulling steadily
tide.
for ten minutes, and we don't seem to

buve moved a foot.
She (ufter a pause)—Oh. Mr. Stroker,
I've Just thought of something! The
anchor fell overboard a short time a go.
and 1 forgot to tell you. Do you suppose It could have caught on some-

thing?

Imitator·.

Little Ethol—Mamma, Mrs. Nextdoor's children arc playln' house In
their garden.
Mayn't wo play house
In ours?

Mamma—Certainly.

Little Ethel—That'll bo lovely. Then
SUNDAY RIVER.
A recent news paragraph states that a
we can quarrel over the back fence
Mrs. Ina Bean has been to Fortland to
"strictly woman's wedding" will take just like real neighbors.
ake her little son, Elmer, to the hospital
place at the home of Susan 13. Anthony
or treatment.
at an early date. It appears, however,
R. M. Williamson and F. Goodwin
HI· Conrae Clear.
on reading the whole paragraph, that
;pent a week in the lako country.
"Say," whispered the conductor to
there will be one man present, who will
Mr. Parker of Turner is visiting Loren
officiate in the necessary but insignificant the motormau, "thut fat slob with the
huk.
position of bridegroom. His name, very Jag says If I want his nickel I'll have
Julian Stowe has gone to work for Ed
to whip him to get It What'll 1 do?"
properly, is not mentioned.
barter this winter.
"None but tbe brave deserve the
Great preparations are being made in
One of the peculiar things that the faro," replied that worthy us he put
£etclium to cut timber the comiag
coal strike has produced is the spectacle on full speed in an effort to run over
ν inter.
O. P. Littlehalo has closed his house of the combination of coal mine opera- a dog.—Houston Post
Boston to tors which controls the output of anthraor the winter and gone to
vork.
cite, appealing to President Roosevelt
Aa She Viewed It.
Selden Foster has ehut his house up. through an anthorized spokesman, to
Mrs. Dimpleton—Why don't you get
lie mother will spend the winter with proceod against the mine workers' union
your life Insured?
on the ground that it ie a "trust.'1
lim in Everett, Mase.
Dimpleton What's the use? I'm
C. D. Athorton caught a coon in bis
well enough, and I'll probably outlive
orn.
A fashion item says, "The skirt is
you.
F. Littlehalo got a bear lately.
ridiculously long, for it must be lifted in
Well, you always
Mrs. Dimpleton
the hand all the time, especially In front
NORTH PARIS.
did look ou the durt side.—Washington
to keep the foot from tripping." Isn't
Mrs. Ella Androwe and Mrs. Lizzio
a mild term to apply to Times.
iowell visited friends and relatives on "ridiculously"
its length?
iumner Hill Oct. 4th.
Ilelated.
Ed Barrows and Frank Adkins were
UNIVERSALIST S. S CONVENTION
"Professor, I want to ask you a quesΛ Granville Fuller's Oct. 7.
The thirty-fourth annual session of tion, if you please."
Misses Ella and Alice Joy of Prospect
the Maine Universalist Sunday School
"Certaluly. Let me hear It"
larbor are visiting their sister, Mrs. E.
sonvention will be held at Mechanic
"I waut to ask you if your experiC. Field.
23.
The
October
22
and
Falls,
program ence leads to the belief that a person
Frank Kimball's little daughter Wilma
usures us that this session will be of
who eats a Welsh rabbit should sleep
tas been quite sick for a few days.
value to all interested in SunThere is quite a fair crop of apples in practical
on a hare mattress?"—Cleveland Plain
School work.
lay
his vicinity. F. L. Barrett is offering
M. C. R. R. will sell tickets over its Dealer.
H.50 per barrel.
road at the usual reduced rates. The
Mrs. EllaAndrewe and Beatrice are
Professional Advice.
Portland and Rumford Falls, Grand
isiting relatives in Massachusetts.
Patient—What would you advise me
rrunk and all other roads in the state
trill sell tickets over their respective to do for dyspepsia, doctor?
Dr. De Quick—Well, If you want it
W. W. Dunham and wife are on a trip roads at one fare.
The Toung People's Christian Union real bad hire a cheap cook and eat Irο Washington, with the Grand Army.
R. T. Flavin is stopping at Dea. Dun- Convention meets in the eame place Oct. regularly. Two dollars, please!—ChiHe expects to : 23 and 24.
am'i for a short time.
cago News.
love his family to West Paris.
FIRE AT RUMFORD FALLS.
Mrs. Ella Andrews has gone to MassaA Dlttreaoe.
Fire Friday morning gutted the house
husette tor a month's visit among
"I am told that Jones Is a regular
>n Rumford Avenue in Rumford Falls,
riends.
leech, is that true?"
Arthur and Leroy Abbott were at >wned by James W. Withee and occupied
"Not 1 would hardly say th^t A
>y Joseph Rovins. The house was in·
ome over Sunday.
(or leech, you know, never gets stack on
Frank Farris is helping A. J. Abbott < lured for 11000 and the furniture
1 11600.
himself,"—New Xork Time*
pon his barn.
—

—

H· Ultimate End of th· Watck.
watch manufacturer la

A prominent
■aid to be coutlnually deluged with
questions us to where all the watches
at the
go. This country makes them
Is
rate of 8.000 η day, and this rate
to
added
and
out,
In
year
kept up year
by countless Importations.

nble to answer the
inunufacturer. "NoWe
ever tiles to.
find that the life of u watch is but five
men
years, yet if you will stop flf'y
and asl: how loua they have carried
their watches forty-nine of them will
watch In
say they have only bad one
their entire lives.
"We cunnot explain the disappearinto
ance of watches. They do not go
the ash bins. I remember when the
New Jersey watch factories closed
one
that In ten years we could not find
had
of their watches anywhere. They
disappeared off the face of the earth,
Look at
yet millions bad been made.
the key watches. Up to some twenty
else. In
years ago we made nothing
and
that twenty years these millions
have
millions of key winding watches
disappeared, and the question asked
unremittingly, 'What becomes of the
remains unanswered to this
"1

never

I

COATS and FURS.
with Coats and
Are you ready for the coming cold weather,
filled
with Suit*,
room
suit
our
find
nearly
will
Furs? You
will surely tempt you.
Coats, Skirts, and Furs, at prices that
Here are a few samples.

wns

COATS.

question," suld th<·
body In the trade

ONE LOT Short Jackets, heavy rough goods, salin lined,
round the edge, seams and
satin faced revers, four rows stitching
$8.00
cuiT, velvet collar, pearl buttons. Only black,
and
satin
black
castor,
ONE LOT Short Kersey Jackets,
and cufls, satin
lined, velvet collar, four rows stitching on edge
$ro.oo
slot seams, double breasted, pearl buttons, only

piped

FURS.

ONE LOT Clusters, in brown and black, 27 inches long
$5.00
without tails, six tails on end, only
ONE LOT, 60 inches long, four tails on end, and four tails
in brown and black, very
near the neck ; good quality fur
....

up

$8.50

stylish,
j

Telephone Connection.

Kaetcrn

MAINE.

NORWAY,

watches?'

day."—Jewelers' Circular-Weekly.

Wasted Another Wife.
A traveler in Persia tells the followveraning: "My buntbl walks into the
da. lie is an aged man, wrapped in a
long black cloak and wearing a gr«*en
deturban, denoting hltu a seyd, or a
lie is very
scendant of the propjhet.
polished today. His beard is dyed the
he
brightest orange with henna, and
tells a string of beads while he waits.

We plunge into stories of the Callphat
and dictation written from left to right
with a reed pen, and presently the reaHe hns a
son of his smartness is told.
favor to ask. Would it please me to
advance him three months' pay in order to buy a wife? lie is old and he is
to the
l>oor, yet he has fallen a victim
moon face and stag eyes of a damsel
of fourteen, but her dowry Is large.
'Why do you not support your old
wife?' I inquired sternly. '.She Is crippled and nearly blind. You do not give
her sullicieut sustenance, and I send
mnny things to her.' 'She is too old,'
he replies, with a shrug. 'She is ugly
Added thereto she 1:
as an afreet.
no money or children, and of win..
good is an old woman unless she is

rich?'"

What Education

Overshoes that have all the softness
and damp resisting qualities of tlw pure
gum, hilt which wear like leather.

Rubbers of great strength for men,
Footwear that is impervloiiH to

too.

Perfect fitting an<l durable.

moisture.

Rubbers for Ladies, Misses and
Children, all sizes and suitable for w.-ar
Also

are

right.

Yours

NORWAY,

£. N.

SWETT, Manager

and the

prices

truly,

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

shape,

shoes of any

over

MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

and Salesman.

!

1

*

%
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Will Do.

A railway company was erecting a
line of new poles along a highway.
One of the men engaged to till in the
dirt and clear up around the poles was
an Irishman, new nt the business and
Ile had not tot benew to America.
yond his lirst pole, says the Philadelphia Times, but stood pondering how
to dispose of the dirt which had tilled

the space now occupied by the pole
His seuae of the fitness of thln;:s
must have been strong, for be was
averse to piling the loose dirt around
the base of the i>ole, as is the custom.
A negro wayfarer stopped for a match,
and the Irishman asked his advice.
"if I was a-doln' dat Job, I'd Jus* dig
a hole 'bout where you ah standln'
Much
and siiovel de dirt Into it.

'bliga"

As the negro sauntered away the
Irishman scratched his head and murmured:
"Well, it's not to be denied that eddication bae been afther-r doin' a gw-eut
deal for-r th' ncygur-rf

J

!

BUCKFIELD, ME,,

!

FOR THEM!
Ο

At the
<

present high price

for fuel it will pay you

exchange

to

re

Ο

your old

;

STOVE

1

J

for

coal

i

or

]

save

Heating

and

fine line of the latest patterns both Cook

a

Stoves

$3.50 up.

From

;

Preachlnjr and Practice.
W. S. Gilbert on one certain occasion
was on a visit to a friend, the owner
of a fine English country house. Ou
the morning after his arrival he was
chatting with his host before break-

from one-fourth to one-half your

wood.

We have

<

You will

a new one.

They

are

handsome.

They

fuel

are

savers.

ο*:*·:*':* οφοφοφοφοφοφ·:· ♦·:·♦·:·♦ ο

fast whdn he became suddenly aware
that family prayers were about to be
read. The household filed In, and the
distinguished guest knelt dawn on the
where be happened to be stand-

STORES.

BLUE

epot

Talk on Overcoats.

in tr.

Looking up, be caught bis host's eye
fixed on him with a warning glance,
which he, however, failed to read
aright The sen-Ice began, "Almighty
Father, who hast made all men alike"
(more telegraphic glances), "rich and
unable
poor, gentle and simple"—then,
to contain himself any Idft^cr, the host

It is time you wore looking about for
Now is tlic
your new Winter Overcoat.
best time to buy when our assortment is

complète.

help liking tliem.
to
styles. Cut from
4S inches long.
Made up plain "r with
Tinbelt in back. Side or slash pockets.
There are

called out, "Gilbert, you are kneeling
among the servants!"

can't

You

so

many

fabrics used are Oxford Mixtures, DaicU.
Black and White effects and

Ked and Inflamed Eyelid*.
Red and lntlamed lids, lids which
look as though the person had been
keeping very late hours, says α recent
periodical, and lids which have little
crusts formed during the night at the

Kerseys.

ΓΊΙΙΟΕΘ-

$5, $7.50, $10, $12, $13, $14, $15.

root of the eyelashes, are usually an
Indication of α low degree of astlgmntism. In some cases no relief is had
for this condition till proper glasses
Δ large proportion of
are procured.
the cases, however, will be cured by
the following ulntment: Yellow oxide
of mercury, three grains; yellow vaseline, one-half ounce; mix thoroughly
and apply a very little to the edge of
the eyelids each night—Jewelers' Cir-

j\

^ outli

See our

copvkioht m» »y
A. a. KIHKMIAUM * CO.

s

and Child

s

Overcoats

All kinds and prices.

and Reefers.

F. H. NOYES COMPANY,

SOUTH

NORWAY.

PARIS,

cular-Weekly.
*

MRS.

The Lluill.

"Don't you think," said the soulful
young thing, "that a ruined old church
with the Ivy clinging to Its crumbling
walls comes nearer than anything else
to realizing one's Ideal of patient res-

"That's what it does," replied the
don't
young man with the camera. "I
know anything that will stand for being photographed half as often."—Ex-

up-to-date

and Ready-Made, HOSIERY
AND CORSETS,

The

Ifo Cause For Woe.

Stokee— Speaking of mourning, If
your rich uncle were to die, should you
put on black?
Bicker»—Certainly not. If he left
me something handsome, why should
I be such a hypocrite as to don the
garb of woe? On the other hand, If
he loft me out of his will, how could I
consistently put on mourning for such

new

MRS.
SOUTH

Mocha and Suede Gloves.

E.

A.

MAINE.

NOW

Fitch».
"Did you know that your i>o!ltlcal
antagonist had cast reflections on your
truth and veruclty?"
"Yee."
"What are you going to do about It?"
"Nothing. My pride forbids me to
fight any one except a gentleman, and
a man who calls another a liar Is no
gentleman."—Washington Star.
No

of which

"Y-e-a."

thut for me to order.
Cutting—Well, well! It's surprising
what some men will do for money,

Keyboard

Tribune.

From nettle flbçr a thread has been
produced so fine that a length of sixty
miles of It weighs but two and a half

pound*.

a

large

assortment.

$10 to $27.
$7 to $18.
one

A
"

$7.

for

Norfolk Suits for

It?—Philadelphia Inquirer.

"Ob." despairingly exclaimed the
typewriter girl who was taking her
first lesson on the plana "I don't believe I can ever learn to operate It
The keyboard's eo different!"—Chicago

have

Ulsters, a good

—

Aaother

we

Overcoats,

Money Caa Do.

to Be Learned.

buy your^*·

Fur Coats,

Struckoyle (showing his art collecAin't that bullfight picture α
tion)
beaut? I paid an artist $2,000 to paint

Isn't

to

OVERCOATS,
ULSTERS,

care-

ful about his letters to women.
Henpeck—That's right A woman got
throe letters from me once that have
kept me In hot water ever since.
Gayboy—You don't mean it?

What

is the time for you

FUR COATS,

Three Letter·.

were

HOWE,

PARIS,

curmudgeon?—Boston Transcript

Hcnpeck—Fact They
—Philadelphia Press.

ideas in

UNDERWEAR-Jersey

change.

Gayboy—A fellow can't be too

HOWE

A.

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY,

ignation?"

a

E.

lias all the

Boys.

gent for the Celebrated Queen Quality Kid Boots for Ladies.

e ·].

J. F. Plummer,
Marls.ot

Square,

CASTORIAftrMatMrtOMa

clothier
Bouth

5?"·*·

ι furnisher;
Parle,

Mo.

®*ford Ocraocvat

The

*

Miss Alt· Walker wae at home from
Bates College over Sunday.

SOUTH PARIS.
south
ο dice Hours
3 ou r. m-

PAïus

t> 00 to

QUAND

rosT orna
a. m; 8:00

7Λ0

ΤβυίΙΚ

Miss Ethel Wing of Waterville is a
guest at T. F. Ilathaway's.
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CHURCH KS.
Rev. W. *
Klrst Congregational Church.
10 4
I».
D..
pastor. Preachtne
Hrooks.
li *·, >
School
»
m. and 7 :00 p. M.; Sunday
ο
i·' s C. B. at >< P. M. ; Church prayer meeting
not othei
Tucs.lav evening at 7 :30 o'clock. All,
wl>e connected, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, lie v. A. VV Pottle, Pastoi*
9:30
ι.η Sunday, morning prayer
Sabbath Schoc
preaching service 10:45 a.m.,
r. M.
6.15
m.; Kpworth League Meeting,
'feiilng prayer meeting 7 p*.
Frldav
evening
Tue-day evening; classmeeting,
Church, Kev. H. S. Hnkham, Pastoi
to A. M., >a>
ΙΙΊ Sun-lay. preaching service 10
00 p. R.
αϊ, school li μ.; ν raver meeting
evening.
υ raver meeting TeesOav
Pastoi
H.
J.
kittle,
Rev.
Intversallst Church,
P. M., li
Preaching service every Sunday at -:30
30
P. M.
3
at
School
llall.
Sunday
New

aeylcee,

A

unique birthday party

was

NORWAY.

SOME WESTERN CITIES.
chairman
(Hon. George Pottle of Lewleton,
of the Board of State AMMSor·. baa recently
Investi
been In the West, In bl· official capacity
The fol·
eating the tax eystems of other ■t>tea·
him
lowing Is from a personal letter written by
to his orother, Rev. A. W. Pottle of South Parle,
while on this tour.)
Indianapolis, Sept. 28, 1902.

UNIQUE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY.

recently

celebrated at the residence of Misa SuA. Winn, of Arlington, Mass., it
being the occasion of her fiftieth birthday. Her guests were her fifty old maid
friends, among them the Misses Mary
sanna
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STATED MEKTtSee.
Régula
94.
Κ Α Λ. M .—Part?· Lodge. No.
full moon
meeting Tuesday evening on or before
meet
regular
Mica
Lodge,
κ. ι· .—Mount
I
Thursdav evening of each week.—Auror
evening
third
and
Monday
k
ot each inouth.
v
No
l> ,Ί κ -Mount Pleasant Rebekab Lodge,
of ceci
meet*» wconU »n«t fourth kriUaye
ùntft In Old Kellows' Hall.
ι,
\ Κ —W. K. Kimball Post, H» l+s. ■<·
Saturday evenings of eacl
•t and third
month. In ti. A. R- Hall.
Kimball Relief Corps meets fln»i
w m. Κ
evenings of each month, lr
third

'àmpment.tiret

ioner.

υικυκ:

J. Mellen Cummings submits for the
consideration of the Democrat a fresh
red rose picked Saturday morning after
the heavy frost.

Saturday
lie I lei v. orps Hall."

By

meeting,7Λ0
Methodist

Oct. 1
r ,,f H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to
tin
,.tH .-com I and fourth Satur-lay; during
lr
l.ii 1er of the year, meets every Saturday,
η

Grange Hall.
ol
I'. ο U. C.—Second and fourth Mondays
.·.» (i month.
No. lsl
Brook
Lo<lge,
\
£
p.—Stony
Wednesday evening'
π eets second and fourth
ι. : each month.
Κ. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31. meete every
!■ ! !av evening at Pythian HaU.
Paru
Modern Woodmen of America.—South
Tues·
( amp. No. l'U»i7, meets second and fourth
Hall.
Cross
In
Golden
:av evenings

If

«i.nkaï.—Arcadia Commandery, U. O. G. C.,
Mrs. Α. I). Tark. Mrs. Everett Farrar.
Golden Cross Hall. Maxim Block,
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Parlin were chosen
f sDAY.—l'raver meeting* at Congregational,
Metli·"Hat and Baptist churches.
from this Sunday School to the
Masonic Hall, delegates
Paris Lodge, K. and A. M
State Sunday School Consouth Pails Camp. Modern Woodmen, I'niversalist
vention which meets at Mechanic tails
Golden Crone HaH.
1
nlversallst
Supiier and entertainment of
Oct. 22-2Î1.
Good Cheer SoUety, Grand Army
Hall and New Hall.
Some posters put out as advertising
wkdneskaï.—Court temperance meeting. Court matter for the Good Cheer Society, which
House
I. O. O. t.. are the work of Miss Maud Carter and
rut Rsdat.-Mount Mica Lodge.
«hid Kellows" Hall.
Miss Iva McAnile, give good evidence
Ml/pah Assembly. Pythian Sisterhood. that South Paris is not without talent in
Pythian Hall.
of
P..
the line of poster art.
(■rii-aT —Hamlin Lodge. K_
Methodist
Lecture by Rev. C. K. Lund,
The Epworth League of the Methodist
church.
Κ Kimball Post, (■- Α. ι«... church will
-ΑΤΙ ΚΙΆΤ -Win
«ive an informal reception
and Relief Corps, In their respective
to the elderlv people of their church and
halls.
congregation Thursday from 2 to 4 p. m.
at
In the evening there will be« a social to
Mrs. Sarah Clark is visiting friends
which all are cordially invited.
ton.

Farming

would only have

And listen

Bennett has bought a
Charles E.
piece of land on Oxford Street next his
ice house of S. P. Maxim & Son,
and will build an addition to the
ice house, doubling its capacity.

KVKNIX»· MEETINGS THIS WEKK.

men

some

cruel—

pity,

On poor old maids.
painful ditty.
Poor Old Maids!
"Any old man," Is our sad cry,
Oh! Why have you passed us'bv!
We almost wish that we could diet
Poor Old Maids!

Miss Catherine Briggs is at homo from
Lewiston, recovering from a slight attack of diphtheria. She has as guests
two friends, nurses from Lewiston.

..

Martha Maxim.

The ''horrid men" have been
All we eat 1·» water irrucl.
Poor Old Maids 1

to our

Lonely, sad, and broken-hearted,

Poor Old Maids!
All our hopes long since departed,
Poor Old Maids!
All our lives arc worse than wasted,
No fond joys our souls have tasted.
We wish the men could all be "basted"—
Poor Old Maids!
But In the

bright and glad hereafter,

Poor < >ld Maids !
tears be turned to laughter,
Poor Old Maids!
For surely angels have provided
Old Bachelor* to la· entfe-ed,
And each of us can then be spllc-ed—
GLAD OLD M AIDS! ! !
Will

all

our

LESS

SOMETHING
Dedicated to the

KIFTT LINES.
old Maids by One

THAU

Fifty
(Martha Maxim.)
maiden, just fifty years voung,
them

\

A'hose

often
praises have
a famous

Vhlch

on

been sung,

Had
birthday
In September,—not Mav,
history's walls will be hung.
•'or fifty old maids were Invited,

<ot one of whose lives had been blighted
By the terrible male
Whose sins we bewail
1 •"or the many fond hearts In has slighted.

left SaturAdvertised letters in South Taris post
George A. Briggs and wife
Boston.
Ill their offers "we" treat with disdain,
office, Oct. 13, 11Ό2:
day for a trip of a week to
I ■"or what Is "man's" loss, Is our gain.
A linn T. Wool.
Mrs».
few
a
We've thrown thim all over
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Bean spent
Mrs. Susan 1» Moore
In clover,

in Mason.
days last week with relatives
from
and
Blake
daughter
A.
Mrs. W.
a stay
Auburn are at W. H. Blake's for
of a few weeks.

M re. Marion B. Abbott.
Mr. ti. Andrews.
K. W. Alliée.
W. S. Smith.

tnd thus

Ami

wc

are

living

Intend to remain.

Ve've no time for Idle repining.
tnd no love sick thoughts about "twining;"
For the ivy and oak
Is a rhestiiuttv joke,
tnd our clou Is have a silvery lining.

The corn factory finished its run SatThe total pack is about
Fred Scott has gone to Deering urday morning.
t ins, including the corn brought
is now in the
•o here's to each happv old maid!
to join her husband, who
in the here which was planted for the West j >rlnk bumpers of pink lemonade.
employ of the Maine Central
We know we are "It,"
less
is
This
considerably
Paris
factory.
And such beauty and wit
station at that place.
Mrs.

than half the usual
factories.

pack

for

the

two

In the shade!
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and thieves. To my mind it is nearer
hell than any other spot in this country.
Madison, Wis., is a pretty city, not as
of
large as Lewiston, laid out diagonally
with a massive state capitol. I visited
the grounds of the University of Wisconsin, a line institution, buildings coston the
ing ?1,500,000. There is also
grounds of the University of 300 acres
Historical
the building of the State
went
Society, costing $700,000. I
through that—one of the best buildings
I ever was in. Madison has 82 licensed
saloons, but is a very orderly city. I
saw no signs of drunkenness.
St. Paul and Minneapolis, ten miles
has
apart, are both nice cities. St. Paul
400 saloons and 165,000 inhabitants;
Minneapolis 600 saloons and over 200,000

LCCtUre'
some

Howe, Norway.

over α

SATOBUAY MOBSINO AT 9 00.

«®f^°nfeumf0rd Fall..

Nellie
>u"° L. Whitman, Hebron

„
Arithmetic,
Discussion.
w

A

BoWnBon, BuckOeld.

pfosrA'ûU*.
«·.>.·W'Sffin.M.g··»»™"·.
by
|
Free.

oueefon
Box, Answers
V

AFTERNOON.

The Ncccs elt

A

hitman, Norway. |

Rev Dr. A. B. Ilervoy of Bath visited

lovely city, nice
churches and other public buildings. last
The state capitol cost $4,000,000. built
nn an elevation with large grounds and
elegant approaches. Des Moines has 65,W0 people and plenty of saloons and shock to the
cheap restaurants. The Des Moines river ορο» Λ·

w\nte£ ie^b°e

Des Moines, Iowa, is a

to call

on

locality chiefly

It was discovered after a time that these would
walk blocks out of their way to take
the cars of a rival line, but as soon as
No. 14 wns eent down In their district
the company's receipts resumed their
previous figure. Thirteen us a house
number also is looked upon with susand the expedient of 11, 11

picion,

and then 15 is often
York Tribune.

employed.—New

Art, Not Nature.
Madge—After she's painted her face
she always looks In the glass.
Marjorie—So that's one girl who does
not hold the mirror up to nature.—
Smurt Set
One of the greatest accomplishments
In the world Is to be able to back up
the minute you find yourself going
wrong.—Atchison Globe.

her leg
atM Fs "Τ Benne!?! who broke"
her

people.

certain line in a

inhabited by negroes.

a

Eeaentlal* of the

Number 13.

So prevalent is the prejudice against
the number 13 that car companies in
omit
many cities have l)ceu obliged to
it, as the car bearing it did not "earn
its living." In St. Joseph. Mo.. No. 13
happened to be the car oftenest run

Nàture^Vork ^ ^^ Eumforil.
GCeaoCbCParlngton, Normal School
by Mr. 1'urlngton.
KVKwAn.WAT8 J

Drawing and
a mammoth
great tilings, everything on
its
scale, "The city of the new hope,"'
Al,(lrCrrin°
admirers call it, with its seven thousand
Farmlngton.
saloons, its army of bartenders, thugs Quezon Box.
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GLOVES FOR MEN.

50 cents
We have

SPECIAL BARGAIN.

on our

center counter, a

line of

12 Different Styles of Men's Gloves and Mittens

Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

N.

Real

value.

good

for cold weather. They are exceptionally
Bargains. Call and look them over.

Square.
MAINS.

Market
OS
PARIS,
SOUTH

lxi S4, Sour· with.

U||

fiides; the pai>er becomes covered with
Ink. for the struggle lias begun and
ends in torrents of black water like
the battle In black powder."

βΓ8' Assoc ia-

aftkrsoon.
v.tnrp'
Geo. R.

to

I 'C

I I ILL. Ο

of

rushing up as sharpshooters; characters spring up on nil
thoughts

cloeed at the Nor-

season

corn

positions
capable
Apply

Who knows?

field, and the battle opens. Memories
arrive at a run, standards flying; the
light cavalry of comparisons breaks
into a magnificent gallop; the artillery
of logic dashes tip and unllmbcrs;

wKSwU»"

Sweet

16 years of agel

are

Its effect he has himself detion.
scribed In these words:
"The coffee fulls into your stomach.
Immediately everything starts Into acYour ideas begin to move like
tion.
Grand Army battalions on the battle-

Colony, No. 199, meeto
·<

way factory this' woe

I

boys about

strong and who wish an
opportunity to learn the shoe busiwho

CASCARA BROMIDE QUININE TABLETS,
OR BROMO QUININE LAXATIVE TABLETS,
Prlco 28 oent· each.

strong black coffee and depended upon
it as α nervous stimulant during the
hours which he devoted to composi-

each month

exhaust out vocabuAfter all, when
how much
lary in praise of the West,
better off are the western than the New
England farmers? They have poorer
houses. They don't live as well nor
dress as well as the Maine farmer. Life's
fitful fever is short at most, and soon
over
Why not live where one can get
the most out of life? With all the fertilan abity of the prairie farms, there iscomfort
and
sence of that neatness
around their homes which is so distinctive a feature of New England rural
life.
I don't like Chicago. It is a city of
we

toothless or with only rudimentary
teeth. As Individuals we cannot grow
good teeth in our heads by eating
We are beginning to get
coarse food.
bad teeth by heredity. But there is
almost no tooth or bone forming ma-

Balaao and Black Coffee.
Balzac was addicted to the use

NeGwt· ti®WEvening
of^each ®oj>th·^ in New Q· A. R- «»». Mon*

Tr<H.

Several

FACTORY.

are open
Nature, prodigal as ness. Good
the mouth, etc.
she la, never bestows anything where
smart,
boys.
it is not used, and the result is that
to
once
at
their
are
races
civilized
losing
the
teeth. If the style continues to forbid
CO.,
MERRITT
CHASE,
our teeth to do any grinding, our progMechanic Falls, Me.
eny of, say, 2902 A. D. will be born

Interests.

ww« °"1

m°Kntof P.—Regular meeting Hathaway Blodk

fourth Saturday»

demande on the teeth. People
as a rale now do not want to do any
chewing. They demand meat which
Is so tender that it will melt in

terial in fine white flour, and the avoidance of coarse foods undoubtedly hastens the decaying of our teeth. Perhaps the millers and the dentists are
in a secret leugue to work for mutual

Wednesday evening

full moon.

IN SHOE

I

*·

«~1«1 '·»■

of Chicago and
but I
course the grain is all harvested,
ten
have seen corn enough to make a belt
rods wide from Quoddy Head to the evening.
Golden Gate, and such herds of cattle
and sheep and hogs! And what magnifi- month.
There
cent stretches of prairie farms!
of
seems to be no limit to the capacity

maids.

so

r.

KgS»a'.ï
tegs·»an s»

Iowa, 312 miles from St. Paul,
the 25th, I went to

We're fifty maidens, all forlorn.
Poor Old Maids!
We wish we never had been born,
Poor Old Maids!
Our youthful Arcs have had no fuel,

Paris Grange has extended an invitation to Mountain Grange of Bucktield to
join in celebrating the anniversary of
Paris Grange on the 20th.

ar 1

old

inn κ

Sabbath

Boys Wanted

Floor ud Teeth.

Why do colored people as a rale have
each splendid teeth? Moetly because
they have lived on coarse food, which

·( made

Metfe
1200
Pa^.hh*th^choof,
A.M^Sâbb^i
scno^i Meeting, 7 :W P-

SîÇ^^^ïSSSfcfcSS

Springby !
Thursday,
and yesterday, the
original "Dirge" was composed and field, 111., 300 miles,about 200
miles from
over Sunday.
guitar accompaniment by 27th, I came here,
sung to
is given below, Springfield.
The Grand Trunk will run its regular Martha Maxim, which
I shall go to Chicago from here Tuestwo poems before
fall excursion to Boston, going next together with the
1st to Kalamazoo,
and which brought forth day, 30th, and Oct.
mentioned,
Oct.
20.
Monday,
member of the State
rounds of applause from the old maids. Mich., to meet a
Newton Stanley of Portland is here The Arlington Advocate in commenting Tax Commission of Michigan, and Thursof Michivisitiuu his brother, Wirt, and enjoying upon the event, said among other flat- day go to Lansing, the capital
of that
the hunting season.
tering things: "These artists on piano, gan, to finish my investigation leave for
and mandolin, as state, and on Friday evening
Mr. and Mrs. George Stanley and violin, 'cello, guitars
would like to see towell as sweet singers, must have thanked my home, which I
daughter Josephine, of Dixfleld, are their
on earth.
stars many times that they night of all places
Wirt
Mrs.
lucky
and
Mr.
Stanley.
0f
quests
I have enjoyed my trip very much. I
have clung to single blessedness, and
Rev J. H. Little was called to West thus been permitted to be present and have traveled on day trains, most of the
Swan/.ev, N. 11., the first of last week, to dispense their sweet music to such an ap- time in Pullman cars, and have seen
attend "the funeral of a former parish- preciative gathering."
what is behind the wealth and prosperity
other western cities. Of

{L*fet

ÇonrregmU^

Rldeout,

10:40

and Martha Maxim of Cambridge, for- Dear Brother:
merly of Paris, whose varied talents made
I have been a bird of passage since the
and tenth of this month. I came to Chicago
up the entertainment for the day
Ethan Willie is reported very low. and evening. During reception hours they on the 11th, that is, left home at 0 A. u.
and piano,
gave selections for violin
no hope is entertained of his recovery.
and arrived at Chicago the evening of
'cello, guitars and mandolin, besides the 12th: on the following day, SaturRev. I)r. Brooks exchanged pulpits vocal duets and solos, and at the banquet,
to hia
day, I went out with W. K. Hilton
with Kev. B. S. Rideout of Norway Sun- served
by an old maid caterer and her home and remained there until Tuesday,
day.
assistants, they each read an original the 10th, when I went to Madison, Wisand a
I
South Taris is up-to-date. The lady poem written for the occasion,
consin, 138 miles from Chicago, where
contributed by W. remained until Thursday, the 18th. I
on horseback, on a "cross-saddle," has poem of Fifty Lines,
to
dedicated
\V. Maxim, of Paris, (and
arrived.
then went to St. Paul, Minn., 2 «0 miles,
the Fifty Old Maids) whose last stanza
stopped at Merchants' Hotel, was busy
A few of our citizens attended the runs as follows :
at the capital the following day, Friday.
Casco fair last Thursday and report a
So now, you can be looking backward,
Tuesday, the 23d, I left for Des Moines,
With never a tear or a sigh.
and on
good fair.
For perhapt your happiness le due
To the men who have passed you

Fia·

OHURCHÏS.

««con·!

C. W. Bowker and family were with
relatives in Dixfleld over Sunday.

Bert Titcomb and wife of Haverhill,
Mass., were guests at Swaaey Burnell's An

meeting,

_

Herbert C. Ripley joined hie family
here Saturday night.

with.

WARRANTED SPRUCE
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Try

it.

Money

back if

no

known.

loottlo·.

oont

GO

25

ELIXIR,

Cough Remedy

Best

the

■

relief.

ERNEST P. PARLIN, Prescription Druggist,
THE VITAL NECESSITY
There is no other one thing
with which I have so much trouble as this luck of persistency

They lack
among advertisers.
the nerve to light long and hard.
While they will expend a good
deal of cash and energy in making

a

ΒΓProprietor of RF-VI-ΛΌ
à

road

to

aacceaa

la

uphill road all the way.
not try to apurt.

or

vestee

suit, why

an

characteristic# of

Do

fall and winter

but 40 per cent of advertisers
who make their advertising pay.
learned that
peralateney In advertialnff
la the one vital neeeaalty.

Norfolk

never

They jumped into advertising
without preparation in the way
of the money to meet the expense
or the experience to keep from

wasting H. They failed to consider that the creation of trade
through advertising

process.—Inland

was α

long

Trinter.

H.

change this
It has

piec? suit, yet

We have

style.

of these suits in

are

two

a

a

it

quite

an

the

the box

entirely

an

assortment

heavy weight materials,

for

wear.

prices

run

from

$2.50

FOSTER,

B.

piece

two

a

Norfolk?

and belt make

plaits, yoke
different

a

in

make

not

time, and buy him

For a little way it goes easy,
and you get over the ground fast,
but the goal seems all the farther away when the nervous energy in that spurt is spent. There

The reat

boy

If you have dressed your

single plunge, they will

campaign of six months.

The

Boys.

Norfolk Suits for

grow tired if called upon to expend the same amount through
a

South Paris, Maine.

Next door to Post Office,

NORWAY,

Eastern 'Phone.

to

$5.00.

MAINE.

I can Fit Your Horse
to a Blanket

( .'an never be put
in attendance
Of course advocating government ownin
con}, κ
use
R. L. Cumtnings will use the store
merchants
Successful
„cued the hall nership of coal mines is wild socialism,
B.
our columns perelstently.
Maxim Hlock formerly used by L.
LAMENT.
MAID'S
OLI>
AN
were fed at
crowd
«ere in order, and and this paragraph from the Hartford
There
and
west.
lus
and
A
east
into
hungry
the
"
divides
large
city
Andrews, for the hejui^juartere
if he only weighs (joo lbs., or even if lie weighs
By May Maxim.
but Times is correct:
business the harvest supper at the Congregational
is a bridge over the river on every street fell. "®
apple packing and shipping
The supper I kind friends, prav give ear to my moan,
-.itiiniit retraining conburlap lined
I atn selling the
vesrrv Thursday evening.
Boston
to-day
One
the
west.
of
publishes
papers
and
east
away
1500 lbs.
that are fiowu;
passed
this fall.
running
and the lave pity for hopes
^ Yarmouth July 9, several columns of reports of sermons delivered
was excellent, as it always is,
is about as large as scionsness. Β
Call
listen to one
season.
Vlease
111.,
this
ever
than
Springfield,
that city and Its suburbs, yesstable blankets cheaper
d Loisa Sargent In the churches in the
.John E. Moore of Bucktield was the varied musical and elocutionary enterWho thinks It no fun
r.ewiston and Auburn combined, a level
speakers apper.r to have
terday. Mo'tof
lowest.
are
the
at South Paris last
ι 'o be left all forlorn and alone.
first-class
was
friends
of
>»
coal
to
followed
of
the
which
and I will prove
tainment
guest
Advocated government ownership
you my prices
plain, with a coal mine here and there
week. Mr. Moore is the popular station in every number.
mines, and not one of them appears to have been
'he horrors of my situation.
The streets
m the outside of the town.
well Informed on the subject lie was talking
fard Falls
'he trials ami g'eat tribulation
timobc
aijent of the Portland «V Rum
tre paved with hard brick and no effort
&bout.
Of this lioor single maid
The I'niversalist parish will hold a
Railroad Company at Bucktield.
Is left in the shade
But an uninformed minister, Rev.
apparently is made to keep them clean.
special meeting at Engine House Ha 1 k'ould makeWho
a temptation.
*
Stuanevie
Maeomto
bust
week,
named
saloons.
§500
„i,h Jordan,
has 137 licensed
In addition to those
Edward Everett Hale, D. I)., when askthis Monday evening, to act on church
Maine
M
the
is
an
of
house
be
state
begullln?.
1 lereft of all powers
;ach. The
elegant jrocery
Mrs. W. 11. Penfold attended
ed to serve on the relief committee f«>r
plans prepared by the trustees and to
busillOT« at Auburn,
©1 Main St., Norway, Malno.
try to "lo'>k pleasant" and smiling,
Music Festival in Portland last week, submitted. It is proposed to put iu the
coal shortage, made this
building costing $4,500,000, but the gaged in the base y
For to capture a man
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horse did not mind it, but when it start Whitman. Cotton,,., f.b
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GEO. A. WILSON.
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Ethridge, smashed the wagon and cut about 45 years.
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Keferee in Bankruptcy.
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....Lyon bull at his home Saturday, tho 4th. He
homee of the people, as this
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and bruised Mr. Ethridge, who was able
went over the curbing ami across th i
A. C. Whit'er, referee. Τ abbe, uruLtre. Timer·», leaves a widow and ^hree sons.
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paper does.
Sudden changes of weather are espe to gather up his mail and lead his horse
TO LET.
sidewalk. A telephone pole aud a ligb 1
Rich, RM Ion.
NOTICE.
bull, which he was leading to water when cially trying, and probably to none mon into the village.
wire pole stand at the curbing, an inc 1
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immediately got on her feet,
covery for Consumption, Coughs
Notice is hereby given that on the 11th day of
AT ONCE.
Everett Fox, 18 years old and a resi- nounced It a local ulsewe. and prescribed local the great good many sufferers from i
FOB SALE.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
because it always cures. In mj
and by constantly falling to care wits
collapsed. She was taken into Mr. Plun dent of Kezar
Oct., A. D. 1902, the «aid Milton E. Wilkinson
have derived from Hood's Sarsaparills Colds,
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Ophthalmometer.

Knives, Scissors, Shears and
Razors.

Javal

give

quality,

goods

prices

S, RICHARDS, the

Optician,

k
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A. SHURTLEFF &

CASTOR IA

MAXIM,

Ynu Have Always Bought
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CO.,

SigI£ture
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Wash Boilers bye.

J. K. CHASE, So. Paris.

j

FOR SALE I

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER

I

TESTING METHODS

LAMPS!

Δ very

large col-

lection of Deco-

rated Lamps from

$1.00 to $6.00.

Hobbs' Variety Store,

J

■

FARM,

Ivors & Point Pianos.

BEECHAM'S!

The Conservatory Expands.
The New England Conservatory of
Munie is about to move into its beautiful
Th's
new buildings on tl a Back Bay.
is the largest school of mus:c in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Toarjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers Λ Pond p'anos
were purchased.
Since then, as the conservatory has exparded, theie ba\e
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, thfe board of directors of the conservatory have p'aced their order for 31
additional Ivjrs A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous ltostoL
art product would be hardly pota ble
than "20 years' contirued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

The World's Medicine |

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

any
Uius

U

PILLS

Sale b'xtceil* 6,000,000 Boxci.
store*.
10 «au and 25 cents. at all drug

one

♦

Without the publication of testimonials y

l*IHwHI»HHUwl

llwi

PORTLAND

Hwi

ι

Division.

POKTUSI) ASU BOSTON LINK.

FARE ONLY $1.00.

To Se» Coast and Interior Bcaorta of
.\*w Englaud.
Steamer* leave Frnnkllu Wharf, Portland, and
Iii'lla Wharf, Boston, dally, except Sunday, at
7.«Op. M.
Through tickets Issued ami baggage checked
for New York, Philadelphia and Washington
▼la all rail and Souud lines.
freight rate* always ae low an other llnee.
All "freight vlaj this Une Insured against Are
and marine risk.
F. Liscumb, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
J
Portland.
A. H. HansCux, U. P. A T. A.
Calvin Austin, Vice Pres'tAUen'l Manager.
General Offices, Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mata.

and Job Work.

Matched Har>l Woo>l Floor Boar Is for sale.

1'HANDLER,

Maine.

Hay Makers
Attention !
the

see

Ideal Mower,

Deering

Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

and Walter A. Wood

Harvesting

Machinery.

We

Rakes,

Machines,

bargains.
always on

have

also
A

good

hand.

Second

"PainkilW

Hand

(PKKKY DATIS^)

etc., at good
line of repairs

the seaman's friend, for cholera,
cramps

Take

no

chills. It acts like magic.
substitute. Price 25c. & 50c.

or

A. W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

—

Anyone «ending a -«ketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is pmhriilr patentable. Communie*,
lions strictly coiidiiontl.il. Handbook on Patents
•out free. "Most lurein-r for securing patent·.
I'ateuts token tlir •uuh Munn A Co. receive
tjX'uU noftt'. without chante, lu tho

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

Scientific Jlmcricaiu

A handsomely illustrated weekly. I.areest clrof an* scum tide Journal. Terms, 93 ·
year: four months, IL tk)l<l by all newsdealers.

dilation

patterns and clean

S Co.36'®™4-'New York
MUNN
Branch OAce, t2à F St, Washington. D. C.

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
SALESMEN WANTED

In Ox for I an<l n'ij.vcui coud lies.
Salary or
cummliMtoii. A<l<lreae
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland. Ohio

Nasal

GATÂP.RH

In ell its stance there
should be cleun.iucss.

Ely's Cream BJui

cleansee, soothes and heals
'.tie didea*ed membrane.
It cores catarrh and tl: we
«way a coil iu the li^ad

quickly.
Cream BtliU is placed lato the noetrila, epiesds
Relief is lmoyer the rwu'oraso f.nii is absorbed.
incd.jteanu a cure follows. It is not drying—docs
:: it produce sneezing. Large Size, 00 cents at Drug·
^.»ts or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mall.
£LT BKOTUEKS, 3β Warreu Street, New York.

This Beautiful Couch,

VSSZÏZX.

en

Willing to Sell.

Papa—You know. Sammy, every boj
In this country lias the chance to bi
president of the United States?
Thoughtful Sammy—Say, pop. I'l >
•ell you my chance for a quarter.-

■

New York Herald.

Jut Think of It.

Captain Staysail—Yes, madam, th<
needle of the compass always points t<
the north.
Miss Sweetthing—How interesting
But suppose you wanted to go sooth?
Key to the

BOLD SEAL CO.,

A well-known

pupils

33Κ Ptr
this

superintendent

,

OWLS

cent,

privilege.

YOUTH

Is the formative

part of his

that do not

period.

What

surroundings,

enjoy

11. Cattails.

Maize (maze).

Monarch over

and your

sick heulache.

pain.

Burns,

cuts

Men make themselves obnoxious
men on the shoulder.

bj

THE

COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cur< |
» cold in one day.
No Cure, no Pay
Price 25 cents.

Give him material oat of which
construct far-reaching ideas. Invest
attractive as truth.

Men carry prejudices to a
makes them appear ludicrous.

ONE DOLLAR TaDAY

point

tha

LOOK OUT FOR FEVER.

and put the Britannic? iito your home where "our boy, as well as
and
your girl, year wife and yourself, can consult it continually,
when he attains manhood, there will be no place in literature or

Biliousness and liver disorders may b<

prevented by cleansing the system wit 1
beWitt's Little Early Risers. These lit
;le

aspire.

pills

do not

gripe.

"Everybody who sees it tells me thii
îat is very unbecoming, and I've brought
t back." uThat hat I Why, excuse me,
nadam, you've got it upside down Γ'

DELAY...,.

No danger of consumption if yon use
] Foley's Honey and Tar to cure that stubtorn
cough. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
)rln Stevens, Oxford.

Novice—1"They tell me a man can't go
politics and remain honest." Old
tager—"Ye·, he can. But it isn't
lecessary."
nto

For aals

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

by

CO.,

South

Pari·, M·.

■

an

apple, celery

or

lettuce, possi-

egg, one pint of milk, and some
fresh cheese. Cost, about eleven cents.
There are many people who would
prefer a more generous diet and one that
includes cooked foods, even if it meant
A temperate use of
an abbreviated life.
all good things is not incompatible with
health. It is the abuse rather than
proper use of foods that makes so much
trouble for tho human family. The immoderate use of raw eggs, raw apples,
fresh cheese, or nuts will cause as much
injury as the overeating of terrapin,

bly

store.

dapping other

LESS THAN THIRTY CENTS.
Among the latest faddists are the disciples of a raw food diet. The following
is a copy of the bill of fare of one of
them:
Breakfast—One-quarter of a pound of
hard winter wheat, an orange or an apple, half a dozen nuts, two tigs, a raw
egg beaten up, and one pint of milk.
Cost, about eleven cents.
Lunch—A handful of shelled nuts and
two bananas.
Cost, about four or five
cents.
Dinner—One-quarter of a pound of

wheat,

Dr
Instant relief.
sprains, stings.
Thomas' Eclertric Oil. At any droj

Is what the Encyclopedia Britannic· has been termed. Let your
boy read its interesting pace· and he will look with disdain upon
"flashy" literature. Your boy has large ideas. To him there is

Will prove expensive. Call at our store at once, or cot oat this
coupon and mail it to us.

cure

There is nothing like getting up earb
in the morning to teach one the beaut]
of sleeping late.

STOPS

to which he may not

Β Ρ Y

No. 300.—Gardener's Catalogue: 1
4
2. Forgetmenot. 3. Sage.
Mint.
0. Box
5. Windllower.
Heartsease.
7. Spruce. 8. La vende»·. 0. Dock. 1C

Whole World's Wisdom"

professional life

Β

over.

"The Concentrated Essence of the

he can

Ν Β A Ρ

Β L Β Κ

No. 298.—Bits of Βοζι Mr. Pickwick
Mrs. Jarley.
No. 299.—Beheadings: Clover, lover •

ahoy reads in his youth becomes a
give your boy a chance means that

encouragement.

so

OILS

Β Τ Κ M

BROILED FISH.
Clean and wipe the tish with a cloth
wet in salt water and then with a dry
cloth, ltcmove the head and tail if you
prefer. Grease a wire broiler with salt
pork rind.
Put the thickest edge of the fish next
the middle of the broiler and cook the
tlesh side tiret until it is brown, from five
Then cook the other
to ten minutes.
side just enough to crisp the skin.
Loosen the fish from the broiler on each
side, open the broiler, and, leaving the
tlesh,side uppermost, slide it off without breaking.
Serve with maitre d'hote! butter and
garnish with watercresses and lemon
CHERRIES WITH STEMS
To make the glazed candied cherries
prettier (if possible), soak a piece of
candied angelica in warm water and cut
in strips like matches about one and onehalf or two inches long. Split these
strips part of their length into three
stems and fasten a cherry on each etem
by filling it with a tiny bit of fondant or
any soft candy mixture.

A ΐί Η

BOIL

Uuccham'b Pills

very character. To
you will see to it that he has the best

nothing

M

Κ Κ

I

L

given it as his opinion
Encyclopaedia Britannica stand

higher in their studies than those

Ο Β Ο S

Magazine.

FORTY TEARS'TORTURE.
OF GENERAL INTEREST.
To be relieved after 40 years' torture
Statistics have proven that ninety-five
C.
well cause the gratitude.
>er cent of the population of any terri- might
Geneva, 0. He eaye: "DeWitt'e
*>ry are troubled with a cough or cold Haney,
cured roe of piles
it some time between September and Witch Hazel Salve
40 years." Cures
tfarch. Also that ninety-nine percent after I had suffered
skin diseases.
>f the consumption cases havo been cuts, burns, wounds,
saused by neglect of a trifling cough.
"Papa," said the sweet girl graduate,
the
That "trifling cough" weakens
a
"wasn't my commencement gown
ution of the lunes, tears tbe bronchial
I had the other girls
ubes and leaves the throat dry and sore. whooperlno?
skinned alive!" "And this is the girl,"
The seeds of consumption then take
said
sadly, "whose graduating
laeiiy and your life is in positive danger. essay papa,
was 'An
Appeal for Higher"
When you commence to cough do not
Standards of Thought and Expression.'
lelay one hour, use Bauer's Instant
?ough Cure at once. It will instantly
Dr. Fowler's
A boon to travelers.
oosen up that tightness and heal that
Cures
Extract of Wild Strawberry.
toreness of the chest and will strengthen
diarrhoea, seasickness, nausea.
he action of the lungs. It will save dysentery,
Pleasant to take. Acts promptly.
and
torture
rou hours of
misery.
3auer'e Instant Cough Cure is guaran"You don't even know how to make a
tied to do all this or your money will be lemon tart," remarked the cooking
efunded. The following druggists will school girl, with fine scorn. "It isn't
five you a sample bottle free. F. A. necessary to make a lemon tart," replied
& Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's the other. "All the lemons I've ever
: shurtleff
®ond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
seen were pretty tart already."

delight
good looking.

an

turkey, plum pudding, quail, or any
delicacy. Good eating meane
good living, and the exercise of common

favorite

is essential at all times. —American
Grocer.
sense

THE SHOPS.
Shadow dots are scattered over some
of the handsomest of the new velvets.
Jet is again in vogue and is used in a
variety of ways from hats to gowns.
Velvet fruit is anew millinery caprice;
plums in shaded purples are undeniably
IN

chic.
The turban shaped like

spicuously in
displays.

a

box is

evidence in the

con·

millinery

It looks very much as though it were
to be green and bine, with the accent on
the green.
The tendency in all styles for the coming season is still towards svelt and
clinging effects.
Many of the shaggy beaver hate of the
turban order have draperies or handkerchief ends of the beaver falling over
the hair, in place of the velvet bow
that was ubiquitous during the summer.

in

being told

ALLEN'S
LUNG
BALSAM
will positively

cure

deep-seated

COUGHS.
COLDS.
CR.OUP.

|

j

A 2Sc. Bottle for a Simple Cold
A 60c. Bottle fora Heavy Cold.
A 11.00 Bottle for a Deep-seated Couffc.

has been
The Kind Ton Have Always Bought* and which
of
In nee for over 30 years, has borne the signatnre

and has been made nnder his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good"
health
of
the
and
endanger
that trifle with

J.WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Experiments

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

GRANGE BLOCK,
NORWAY.
Dver Advertiser Office,

What is CASTORIA

Kodol
Cure

Castor Oil, PareCastoria is a harmless substitute for
It is Pleasant. It
Syrups.
and
Soothing
goric, Drops
nor other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine
Worm*
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
and Wind
Diarrhoea
cures
It
Feverishness.
and allays
cures Constipation
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles,
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
natural sleep.
and
healthy
Stomach and Bowels, giving
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

Dyspepsia

SPENT MORE THAN $1000.
W. W. Baker of Plainview. Neb.,
writes: "My wife suffered from lung
trouble for fifteen years. She tried a
number of doctors and spent over $1000
She became very low
without relief.
A friend recomind lost all hope.
mended Foley's Honey and Tar and
thanks to this great remedy, it saved her
life. She enjoys better health than she
lias known in ten years." Refuse subA. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
stitutes. F.

Stevens, Oxford.

A woman is a bride as long as there
ire only two events of interest to her in
the day: When He goes to work in the
morning, and when He comes home at

night.

A DOZEN TIMES A NIGHT.
Mr. Owen l)unn, of Benton Ferry, W.
Va., writes: "I have had kidney and
bladder trouble for years, and it became
so bad that I was obliged to get up at
'east a dozen times a night. I never received any permanent benefit from any
medicine until I tried Fo'oy's Kidney
Cure. After using two bottles, I am
cured." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.

Poet—"Well, I've got out five lines of
my poem already, Martha." His wife—
"And I've got out seven lines of my

washing."

DANGER IN FALL COLDS.
Fall colds are liable to hang on all

Queer Disease·.

Two

affection the

Astasia is
feature of which is the fact
that a person suffering from it cannot
stand upright. If he tries, he will be
obliged to hop and jump whenever his
feet touch the ground. In a word, his
a

nervous

peculiar

actions are precisely those of a person
who might be required to stand upright on a floor composed of redhot
coals. Fortunately there are not many
Akacases of t'ule malady on record.

thisla is the exact opposite of astasia,
since a person suffering from it cannot
remain seated. The moment he seats
himself in a chair he Is obliged to
A person afflicted
start up again.
with aknthlsia enn walk enslly. but
cannot sit. whereas a person suffering
from astasia cannot stand upright and
cannot walk in the ordinary manner
to the contraction of bis lower

not

you do

trustworthy?"

regard him

Washington Star.

pneumonia,
leaving
Would I'refer It Otherwise.
bronchitis or consumption.
Foley's
Lady—Ain't you ashamed to be begElorey and Tar cures quickly and pre- ging on the street?
It is old and resents serious results.
liable, tried and tested, safe and sure,
contains no opiates and will not constipate. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Customer—"What have you got to-

lay, waiter?" Waiter (under notice to
leave) "0, same as yesterday, warmed
up."

Beggar—Well, yes. I'd sooner do it
in de pulpit or at a church fair, l»ut
fate is ag'in me.—Judge.

should know something
of law. If he knows enough to keep
out of it he is a pretty good lawyer.

Every

A

man

NEVER ASK ADVICE.

phia

Bean the
Signature of
SO Tear·.
The Kind Toe Dave Alwaya Bought.

b TJae For Over

"Ethel,

I am ashamed of you! I saw
that Frenchman in the conservatory kissing you repeatedly. Why didn't you tell
liim to stop?" "I couldn't, Jack." "You
wouldn't? Why not?" "I can't speak
French."
Mrs. Minerva Smith, of Danville, 111.,
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty
years and never got relief until I used
Foley's Honey and Tar which is a sure
F. A.
ι-ure."
Contains no opiates.
Shurtleff <& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
"I shall call mamma if you attempt to
kiss me!" He hesitated, and grew pale.
"Mamma is out," the young lady hastened to explain. Then she cast her eyes
ieinurely down, and waited.

signature is

.h·

on

every box of th· genuine
τ·Μ«α

Bromo-Quinine
colil (u

remedy that

car?» ιι

<im

dmj

"There were two apples in the cupand now thero is only
Ilow'e that?"
ane.
Tommy (innocently): "Well, ma, it
was so dark in there I didn't see the
iither."

Mothers regard approaching winter
with uneasiness, children take cold so
easily. No disease costs more little
Such cases yield
lives than croup.
readily to One Minute Cough Cure.
Cures coughs, colds, grip, bronchitis,
all throat and lung trouble.
"You have not kept your promise!"
exclaimed the reproving friend. "That'f
true," answered Senator Sorghum,
"but it might bo worse. Some
of my promises may be broke, but I'm
not."

placidly,

ΤΠΚ WOttST FORM.
Mrs. Cranfill, Troy, I. T., writes: Foi
years I was troubled with indigestion
in the worst form. Finally I was in<
rluced to use Kodol and after using foui
bottles I am entirely cured. I heartilj
recommend Kodol to all sufferers from
indigestion and dyspepsia.
Didn't blame her. Wife—You don'l
Wliat't
to enjoy the dinner, dear.
the matter?
Husband—I was wondering if there
weren't eome typographical errors in
that cook book of yours.
seem

Wanted
For

our

£,3"„ΧΤΪ AGENTS

THE

Holiday Books

Se"en New

al> shown In one Combination Pronpectue (cont
.<H>) which we will eewi Free ηη·Ι prepaid
fur .'Ill rent* (atatnprt). Ma Weain girr any one
in tliiâ vicinity work that will pay over $404» ιιοfore Christina-·. I rrlirht* paM ami creilit jrlven.
(Kstabllxhe'l IM!4.) Aitilree*

Hartford Publishing Co., Hartf rd, Conn.

BAD BACKS

k*'

A painful back.
A Tame, a weak, an aching back
Tells of your kidney ills.
Backache ie the kioneye' warning.

the nerve
tension that
causes your bilious

by overcoming
your constipation and
bilious tendency

BANJO,

miracle. Burdock
me of a terrible
breaking out all over the body. I am
very grateful." Mies Julia Filbridge,
West Cornwall, Conn.

MANDOLIN

tho

GUITAR

AND

ANDREWS HOUSE, South Paris,

TUE8DAY of cach week commencing Feb. ltfth
Permanent address, A6 .lames St., Auburn.

Worms
m

Hundreds of Children and adnlta
bave worms but are treated for
other diseases. The symptoms
are:—Indigestion, with a variable
appetite; foul tongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly with occasional frlplngs and pains about
the navel: eyes heavy and dull:
Itching or tbe noae; short, dry
oough; grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often In children, convulsions.

™

with "L.f."Atwood's Bitters.

Next

Next

are better than
They work easy, make

paint.

a

booklet,
Γ RE Κ Color card and
Befnrntsh the Home Without Buying New
nltore."

Made by Heath &

Fur-

Milligan M'f'gCo.,

8,529,026 00

largest

MAXIM 4 SON,

MAIMS.

a

synonym for

SECURITY—The first element desired by investors.
wars.
SECURITY—Independent of crop failures, panics, strikes or
balances
international
in
SECURITY—Not menaced by changes

depletion

gold

reserve.

risks in

tropical

of the

or

SECURITY—That compels prophecy because it stands the test of history.
SECURITY—Guaranteed by uninterrupted fidelity to a great trust.
SECURITY—Based on conservative methods and dignified, able man-

SECURITY—Unimpaired by

SECURITY—Born of character and

countries.

ability.

FREELAND HOWE, GEO, R, HOWE, Norway, ) AGENTSi
ί
A. E. MORRISON, Rumfird Falls,
J. W. FITZPATRICK,

Manager for Maine, Portland, Me.

One second liand Worcester organ, 11

stops, in nico condition, for 845
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, sixoctave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for 805.

HILLS,

W.

VIVIAN

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowest Prices in the

Cameras and Photo

iHnlne

Optician.

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.

FOR
EVERY
MEMBER
OF
Records, Blanks, Horns, and THE
Supplies.
FARMER'S
Ν Η. FAMILY
Berlin,
on

application.

K*tat»lli>liC'! In 1H4I. for over el*ty yearn It waa the NKW-YORK
WKKKLY Till liL'NK, known and read In every State In tlic

Union.
On Nov.

7,1001, It

was

ehaged to the

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
a

high c'a*n, unlo-datc, Illustrated

farmer un·! hi*

family—

PRICE

sgrlcultur.il weekly,;for

the

SI.OO

How?
a year, but you ean buy It for leee.
l(v MilurrlMritf through your own favorite home new*|>H|>er,
DKMDCKAT.
Κ
ΟΧΚΟΚΙ»
Til
Itoth |>ap-ri» one year for $-2.00.
Semi your onler and money to TI1K OXKOlil) DEMOCRAT,
South l'art», .Maine.

to

Smnple copy free, Mend your add re*·
NEW-YORK. TRIBUNE FARMER. NfU·

York

City.

CASTORIA GnhMlNhi
Tfe· JUnd You Have Alwajs Boufht

Bears the

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

High

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

1)0 Y0U WANT it?

I

Γ*(Γ\Α\
WE ΛΗΚ NKVKR OUT.
VV/nL'
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach k
or telephone to us will bring
postal
and Spar Varnish, Muralo, Ac.,
a supply promptly.
Masurr's Railroad and Liquid Paints, you
For sale by,
A. W. WALKER & SON,
Chicago.

co

One second hand Kstey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for 853.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings sjs.

smooth surthem to
When a girl sits on the porch, and face, and any one can apply
looks out into the dark, ahe likes to give walla, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
the impression that she ia looking into tries, kitchens and furniture.
beautiful tints. The surface is nonthe future.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
Only one remedy in the world that will clean by wiping with » damp cloth.
it once stop itchiness of the skin in an;
Don't pay fancy prices when vour dealer will
[>artof the body. Doan'a Ointment. At furnish
you "Satsama Interior Enamels" at the
same price a· ordinary paint.
60
cents.
store,
my drug
"Howl to
our

DAY

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

PIN WORM

"It was almost a

She—"I don't understand why a barjer talks so much to his customers."
Be—1"Simply because his customers are
! lot women. He wouldn't have a chance
: f it was otherwise."

largest

agement.

TRUE'S

It
It the best worm remedy
In ose line· 1 Ml, U purely vegetable,harmle·· and effectual. Where no worm·are present It aeuaaa Tonic,and correct· the condition of the raocoo· membrane of the itomach and bowel·. Λ podtWecore for Constipation and ItllloumeM.anda valuable remedy In all Uie common complaints of children. PrtesMcts. A ik y our drxiif (fl«t forlt
Dr. J. F. TBCEΛ CO., Aabarn, He.
Bpealal tiwliuttor Tap· Won··. ftti paaphUt.

290,743,386 00

19,694,40600

It

Catalogues sent

ELIXIR
made.
has been

331 ·°39·7Ζ0 34

paid policy-holder* Rince organiznliuii
rcceiptw from premiums.
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.. .$90,966,029

complaint."

on

.$352,838,971 67

in cxcese of

For sale by all druggists; 150 cents per
box. Foster-MIlburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

teaching

.$569,159,480 00
376,466.832 00
349·3^5»739 00

In ara'iinf

ΗΙ,ΟΓΚ,

will resume

policy holders.

IN ASSETS.

headache

Month Pari*».

CHARLES S. LEWIS

to

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Next largest
Next largest

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

the

paid

In amount

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Next largest
Next largest

Doan's
Kidney Pills W. J. Wheeler,

Mr. Joseph Clewley, of 47 Church street,
bookkeeper for J. U. Kuox & Co., Lynn.
Mass., manufacturers of dies and cutting
tools, says: "I used several proscriptions
from physicians, trying to get relief from
attacks of backache. The pain was In the
region of the kidneys, and the medicine
aoetned to relieve me for the tlinu being,
but It always returned. If I took cold It
was always worse, and at such times I
1 had a severe attack
was downright sick.
and used Doan'a Kidney I'llle. The llrat
box relieved me a great deal. Coutlnulug
the treatment a short time longer I was
entirely cured, and I have had no return of

YORK,

LEADS THEM ALL

One second iiand square piano, a nice
one, for 8115, worth $140.

Cure every kidney ill from
Common backache to diabetes.

NEW

OF

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

One second hand Ivors & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 8250, worth &SUO.

Blood Bitten cured

ONE

^»>Cjand^WOi^Dnigl*^^

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for 8200, worth §250.

at

NATURAL ANXIETY.

A COLD IN

NEW YORR CITY.
TMK CCNTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY tTRKCT.

I have one Colonial Stylo, mahogany
cam·. Pease piano, 74 octavo, almost new
for 81§5.

board, Tommy,

PO CURE

In Use For Over 30 Years.

and bwntUlw tht hair.

ha^d instruments.

BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARS.

Laxative

CTItUiMi

Promote* » luiuriant po*th.
Beitore Oray
|Ν·»·γ IUle to
Hair to It* Youthful Color.
Curu aralρ ditraM* * hair falling.

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

Important to Mother·.
T—carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
• aafeand ann remedy for infanta and children,
and eee that It

Vhia

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

fast man Is very slow when It
to puying his debts.—PhiladelRecord.

Mr. Upjohn—"I wish you would tell
Kathleen she cooks her steaks too
much." Mrs. Upjohn—"You are three
ifirls late, John. The name of the pressnt one is Mollie."

Signature of

Tie Kind You Hare Always Bought

DeWitt A Co., Chicago
Prepared only by Ε. O.
The II. bottle com.· ins 2y- ',lmesthe50c. at*

comes

When you have a cough or cold don't
isk what is good for it and get some
mcdicine with little or no merit and perhaps dangerous. Ask for Foley's Honey
ind Tar, the greatest throat and lung
remedy, it cures coughs and colds qu'eky. F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens,
;)xford.

é>

Cures all stomach troubles

as

"I should not go so far as to say he
Is not trustworthy, but he is the kind
of mun who will set his watch at 11:30
o'clock and then call your attention to
the manner in which it keeps time
when the 12 o'clock whistle blows."—

ALWAYS

ren with weak stomachs
First dose relieves. A diet unnecessary.

Watch Owner*· Pride.

the seeds of

winter

Bears the

limbs.

'Then

CASTORIA

GENUINE

owing

Foley's Honey and Tar cure· coughs
Cake Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
Ia nd cold· and prevents pneumonia. Take
We speak of educating our children; U1 druggists refund the money if it
S. P.
ο substitute·.
F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co. do we know that our children alio | ails to oure.
F. W. Grove's signature
>rln Steven·, Oxford.
SOUTH PABU,
educate us?
< in each box.
25c.

1'

υ
H

il

Tearing down signals does not delay
;hey are
storms. Opium-laden "medicinos" may
check coughing, but the cold stays. Do
CATARRH AND HAY FEVER.
not trifle ; when you begin to cough take
Liquid Cream Balm is becoming quite Allen's Lung Balsam, free from opium,
is popular in many localities as Ely's
full of healing power.
2ream Balm solid. It is prepared for
"It is a positive delight to meet a man
ise in atomizers, and is highly prized by
;hoee who have been accustomed to call you feel you can trust," remarked tho
ipon physicians for such a treatment. individual with the high forehead. "O,
Many physicians are using and prescrib- I don't know. I prefer a man who pays
Digests what you eat.
a
ng it. All the medicinal properties of cash," replied the man who keeps
This preparation contains all of the
;he celebrated Cream Balm are contain- grocery store.
digestunts and digests all kinds of
id in the Liquid form, which is 75 cents
KIDNEYS."
food. It gives instant relief and never
"watciFthe
All
tube.
a
drugncluding
spraying
It allows you to cat all
"When they are affected, life is iu fails to cure.
gists, or by mail. Ely Brothers, 50 Warfood you want. The most sensitive
ren St., New York.
danger," says Dr. Abernethy, the great the
its use many
Foley's Kidney stomachs can take it. By
English physician.
Ile—"0! Then you confess that you Cure makes sound kidneys. F. A. Shurt- thousands of dyspeptics have been
curcd after everything else failed. 19
were wrong?"
Sho—"Er—well, I con- leff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
unequalled for the stomach. Childfess that you were right."
thrive on it.
Men feel a secret

points.

III.
APRS

WAIT

of schools has

who have access to the

l'liasler.

II.

L

BRITANNICA?
that

■

No. 294.—Easy Ulddlemeree: nope.
No. 205.—An Anagram: Materials.
No. 296.—Geographical Puzzle: 1
Zealand. 2. Derwent, Ouse. 3. Ger
many, 4. Troy.
No. 297.—Word Squares:

DOas YOUR BOY NEED

hour.

Uy "Royal Cabbage Salad" is made as
follows: One level teaspoon each of salt,
sugar and mustard, butter size of an egg,
two beaten eggs, one-half cup of vinegar.
7
Melt butter in a double boiler; add the
When the names of the above anl dry ingredients well mixed, then eggs
male are rightly guessed, the Initia 1 and vinegar. Stir until it thickens, then
letters will spell a word dear to tta< t add a tiny speck of mace and cayenne.
Mix this, while hot, with half a cabbage
heart of the farmer.—St. Nicholas.
chopped quite fine.
Cabbage Houlette is easy and delicious.
No. 303.—Central Syncopation*.
left-over bits of meat, one slice of
Any
,
t<
leave
and
1. Syncopate a step
bacon chopped very fine and highly seamove.
soned with pepper, salt, and tiny speck
2. Syncopate liberated and leave t 1 of mace. Put a spoonful in each tender
leaf of a boiled cabbage (not overdone),
boy's name.
3. Syncopate parts of ships and leav< » fasten the edges of the leaf together with
toothpicks, and bake till crisp, about
rugs.
4. Syncopate certain kind of animal ι one hour.
These delicate morsels are greatly enand l«ave studies.
at lunch, with some light salad.
5. Syncopate a kind of tree and leav< joyed
One gets so tired of devieing ways to
the opposite of female.
use the last ends of a roast of beef, tbis
The syncopated letters will spell th< recipe went very well in a hot side-dish
name of a Greek writer of fables.
for supper. I had eome boiled cabbage
left from dinner, bo I placed slices or
rather odds and ends of beef in the
No. 304.—Word Square·.
I.—1. Short poems. 2. A vale. 3. i baker, then cabbage, then crumbs, and
repeated till the dish was full. I turned
feminine name. 4. Place of sitting.
a tomato sauce over it and baked half an
II.—1. To boast. 2. To wander. S
hour. It made a change.
Part of a stove. 4. Did go.
WAFFLES
No. 30Λ.—Word Maklair.
Mix one pint of flour, two level tea1. A, E, C, D, N, O.-Wlth these let spoons of baking powder, and one-lialf
ten make one word containing tin ! of a teaspoon of salt. Add one and onefourth cups of milk, three well beaten
whole number, two with five, and sev
egg yolks, two tablespoons of melted
en with four.
and the whites of the throe eggs
2. Ε, I, P, S, S, R, T.-Make tw< butter,
beaten stiff. Cook them on a
hot,
In
eacb
words, using all the letters
greased waffle-iron. Put the waffle-iron
two with six, and three with five ii over the lire, and there should be room
each.
enough to swing it over. In greasing it,
3. Α, Α, Ε, II, N, P, S, T.-Make on< put a bit of clear fat pork on a fork, or
word, using all the letters, one usim put a small piece of butter on a clean
cloth and rub over both griddles. The
seven, two with six, one of them <
the butter, and let just
geographical name, and three with five heat willof melt
it go through the cloth. Close
4. Α, Ε, Ε, II, It, T, T.-Make thre< enough
the griddles and turn them that the fat
words, using all the letters, four witl
may run evenly over them. Pour the
six, and six with 11 ve.
batter into the centre and let it run two5. A. E. E. C, H, It, T.-Make tw< thirds of the way; when the cover is
words, using all the letters, seven witl dropped into place the mixture will
five, and ten (at least) with four.
spread to the edge. Cook about one
minute on one side, then invert the
Irons and cook a little longer on the
No. SOU—Diamonds.
3 other. If you are sure the iron is clean
2. A beverage.
I.—1. In car.
and smooth, and thoroughly hot, you
Bright 4. A part of the body. 6. In car
cook them without any greasing.
II.—1. In red. 2. Part of a verb. 3 may
A colored cook in the South says she
Dismal. 4. To consume. 5. In red.
never greases her waffle-iron, and I have
recently found that these delicious cakes
No. 307.—Arithmetic.
can be perfectly baked without the anL Set down 5, 1, a certain letter α noyance of sizzling, smoking fat. Frethe alphabet, and 50 and have a emal 1 quently, merely the first greasing is
sufficient for the cooking of the whole
bottle.
2. Set down 5, 1, a certain article amount.
SARDINES ON TOAST.
500, and have an article of food.
Cut inch thick slices of bread with a
3. One hundred, a letter, 100, 1, 50 •
and have the first name of a notée I round cutter two inches in diameter.
Englishman of South Africa, recently Scoop out a little cavity in each, and fry
them a delicate brown in hot butter, or
deceased.
spread all over with softened butter and
4. One thousand, 1, 50, 50, and hav<
toast them in the oven. Melt one round
a fraction of a small coin.
tablespoon of butter in a saucepan, add
a
movabli
have
and
5. Fifty, 1, 500,
one level teaspoon of flour, and when
cover.
mixed add one-half cup of boiling water
6. Fifty, 1, 10, 1. 5, 1, an article, 50 1 and stir until thick and smooth. Add
one tablespoon of essence of anchovy or
and have resembling lye.
one of any favorite table sauce, a little
salt and a shake of cayenne. Remove
No. HON.—Behesdmesti.
Llama word of four letters mean the skin and bones from one dozen
mash them to a paste with a
lng not fast. Behead me, and I meui ι sardines,
fork, adding the sifted yolks of two hard
not high; behead me once more, and
boiled eggs and lemon juice to taste.
am an exclamation of pain.
Fill the bread shells with the mixture,
an<
letters
five
of
2. I am a word
arrange them on a hot dish, and pour
m<
Behead
mean to look at fixedly.
the hot sauce over and around them.
once, and I am a weed; behead mi
FRUIT WAFERS^
again, and I am part of a verb.
Into one cup of cold sweet cream stir
3. I mean area and have only flv<
three cups of Graham flour or enough
letters. Behead me once, aud I am ι
whole wheat flour to make a stiff dough.
«
I
am
and
me
behead
again,
step;
Knead it thoroughly and divide in
spot on a playing card.
halves. Koll each part quite thin. On
one spread a thick layer of chopped figs,
Anauram.
No. .ΊΟ»
lay the other portion on top, and press
U boot α mile—A vehicle which car them together by rolling slightly with
the rolling pin. Cut in small squares
rlee Its own motor power.
and bake quickly. These aro nice for
the children's lunches and are more
So. 810.—Hidden River·.
wholesome than tho rich egg and butter
1. Hop over quickly, Simon.
cookies often given them. They may bo
2. Those are two parallel beellnes, b< (
varied by usihg a mixture of figs and
to speak.
dates, or figs and walnuts, or ligs and
3. 1 often suffer from catarrh in earl]
prunes which have first been slightly
spring.
cooked so the stones may be removed
4. Please pull up that weed.
easily.—Mrs. Lincoln in American Kitch-

Beecham's Pills h;ive the larRost sale of 9
and
Proprietary Medicine in the world,
*
has been achieved

If In want of any kind of Ptnlsh for InsMe or
Out*l<le work. *en<l In your orient. Pine Lumber an· 1 Shingles on han«l Cheap for Cash.

Don't fail to

Ho. 302.—Imltlnl Pnssle.

Female Ailments.

Also Window <fc Door Frames.

Weet Sumner,

—

Summer folk who fled from
Now return and settle

Constipation,
Weak Stomach, Impaired Digestion, Disordered Liver and

1 will furnish IHM >KS an.l WINDOWS of any
Size or -Style at reasonable prices.

W.

j

Bfliens aid Nervous Disorders

Builders' Finish !

E.

CABBAGE HINTS.
So many people deprive themselves of
this healthful vegetable, simply on account of the "horrid odor," that I am
induced to send my experience, which
may possibly be new to some of our
readers.
If cabbage is soaked one hour in salt
and cold water, then boiled uncovered
till done, there will bo scarcely any odor.
If one has never tried baked cabbage,
the following will be appreciated:
A good sized cabbage: cut in fours,
soak in cold water and one dessertspoon
of salt. Boil ten minâtes uncovered;
then drain and add a sauce made of one
cup of milk, one tablespoon of butter,
one tablespoon of flour, salt and pepper
to taste. Cover with crumbs and bake

SOI.—September Rhyme·.
Now the days are growing
La Je and lassies trip to
Older youth In quest of
Betake them to their chosen

Ho.

Sick Headache,

E. W. CHANDLER,

Planing, Sawing

solicited. Addreaa: Editor HomkiuiW
Counor, Oxford Democrat, Parla. Main*.
U

FOR ALL

Me.

County,

Oomapondenoe on topic· of Interest to the Utile

The Best and Safest:
Family Medicine : ;

J. WHEELER, Agent,
South Paris, Oxford

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

ΙΟΓΤΗ

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

PARIS, HE.

[ce, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, <tc.
»

I

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

